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The proposed RRR refurbishment to 42 Ascot Street, Ascot Vale Estate. Image by OFFICE

Executive Summary

Retain, Repair, Reinvest is a site specific strategy developed by OFFICE for evaluating 
the refurbishment potential of existing public housing. At the core of this strategy is the 
retention of public housing with the commitment to ensuring housing as a basic human 
right. The approach has three key objectives:

  • Retain existing communities by not relocating residents, 
  • Repair existing buildings to reduce carbon emissions,
  • Reinvest savings to improve comfort and upgrade public housing.

This strategy has been developed in response to the Department of Health and Human 
Services (DHHS) approach to renewing public housing. The Public Housing Renewal 
Program (PHRP) follows a demolition, relocation and rebuild approach that is based on 
the rationale that refurbishment is not a viable option¹—despite no feasibility study being 
available to the public. 

The objective of Retain, Repair, Reinvest (RRR) is to demonstrate that it is both 
technically and economically feasible to retain the existing public housing, as well as 
providing great social benefit. 

1. Legislative Council Legal and Social Issues Committee (Vic), Inquiry into the Public Housing Renewal Program: report 
(Victoria, Parliament of Victoria, 2018). https://apo.org.au/node/175096.



The proposed RRR refurbishment to 42 Ascot Street, Ascot Vale Estate. Image by OFFICE

This strategy identifies the uncaptured costs associated with the PHRP approach, and 
redirects these savings into the existing public housing stock. These costs include:

  • The relocation of existing tenants and disruption of communities, 
  • The demolition of existing buildings,
  • The transfer of highly valuable public land title to private ownership.

Retain, Repair, Reinvest is a site specific approach to refurbishment that addresses 
all of the criteria presented by the Department of Health and Human Services that 
justify estate demolition—including access, energy efficiency, dwelling types, liveability 
standards and financial investment. 

The methods and approach from the Ascot Vale Estate case study can provide a 
potential framework for assessing other housing sites that are proposed for demolition 
as part of the PHRP.
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Background 
This report presents an alternative strategy for the renewal of public housing in Victoria. 
Currently, large-scale estate renewal is delivered under the Public Housing Renewal 
Program (PHRP) which provides estate upgrades through demolition, relocation and 
rebuild. This report questions the PHRP's rationale for demolition, and quantifies the 
uncaptured costs and value-loss of the real estate-led model. 

The Retain Repair Reinvest (RRR) strategy proposes retention of existing communities 
and buildings through accurately determining the viability of refurbishment. Through 
a case study of the Ascot Vale Estate, this document demonstrates the value of a 
refurbishment approach by comparing the delivery of a PHRP development within the 
Estate, with an RRR strategy. 

The Ascot Vale case study proposes an alternative proposal for renewing the existing 
public housing. The Estate, built in the 1940s, consists of 57 freestanding housing blocks 
all of which are variations of the same design. The study focuses on one of these blocks, 
located at 42 Ascot Street. The block consists of ten flats and is currently vacant. This 
case study building, along with the entire Estate, was designed in 1945 by renowned 
modernist architect and public housing advocate Best Overend, during his time with 
the Housing Commission. The whole Estate has heritage significance as an example of 
post-war housing.²

Best Overend’s design for the Ascot Vale Estate was motivated by an modernist understand to create 
efficient, well-ventilated and naturally lit housing for public housing residents. Photo Ben Hosking.

2.  Context Pty Ltd, Moonee Valley Heritage Study (Victoria, City of Moonee Valley, 2017), p.42.



  42 ASCOT STREET

   24-42 DUNLOP AVENUE

According to current plans outlined in the Ascot Vale Estate Shared Vision, 42 Ascot 
Street—along with all heritage significant walk-up buildings on the site—will be 
demolished and replaced with ‘brand new, sustainable homes’ as part of the Public 
Housing Renewal Program.³ The entire Ascot Vale Estate will be redeveloped over 
the next 15-20 years, converting the public housing to a mix of community and private 
residences as part of the Homes Victoria Ascot Vale Renewal Project.

The Ascot Vale Estate with the PHRP 24-42 Dunlop Avenue development to the north of the Estate and 
RRR 42 Ascot St in the south.

Residents will be relocated during the renewal period, with an option to return once the 
new homes are complete. While this process has not yet commenced on the entirety of 
the Estate, 80 residences at 24-42 Dunlop Avenue, (previously part of the Estate), have 
already been demolished, as a ‘fast-start’ site under Victoria’s Big Housing Build. 

The Retain, Repair, Reinvest strategy is informed by analysis of the uncaptured costs 
and disbenefits of the current PHRP model. These include:

  • The direct financial costs of relocating residents during the demolition and   
  rebuild period, 
  • The transfer of highly valuable public land title to private ownership in the newly   
  developed market housing,
  • The social and health impact of relocating residents, 
  • The cost of losing heritage buildings with both local and potentially State   
  significance, 
  • The overall 21% decrease of social housing bedrooms at 24-42 Dunlop Avenue. 

3. DHHS, Ascot Vale Estate, https://www.dhhs.vic.gov.au/ascot-vale-estate.



1. Refurbish the empty blocks. 
20% of the estate is vacant

2. Residents move into �nished blocks and the 
vacant ones are refurbished.

3. The steps are replicated until the whole 
Estate is renewed

1.  Refurbish the empty blocks.
 20% of the estate is vacant.
 (displayed in red)

2.  Residents move into   
 finished blocks as the newly  
 vacant ones are refurbished.

3.  The process is replicated  
 until the whole estate is  
 repaired.

Public Housing (Demolished)
100% Public Housing (160 Rooms)
100% Public Land

- 80 households relocated. 

- $15.7 million in relocation 
costs, largely to private 
providers.

- Significant health and 
education costs are 
experienced. 
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0% Public Housing
61% Public Land With Community Housing  (141 Rooms)
39% Private Land with Private Housing  (212 Rooms)

PHRP 24-42 Dunlop Ave (In Construction)

The PHRP is based on assumptions around the efficacy of private-public-community 
partnerships, and financial savings to the government through this model. This report 
highlights the economic, social, heritage and environmental benefits of refurbishing the 
Ascot Vale Estate. The RRR Ascot Vale Case Study strategy enables the staging of 
works and sequenced decanting of buildings to renew all walk-ups within the Estate, 
without relocating any residents.

While the RRR Ascot Vale meets all the key deliverables of 24-42 Dunlop Avenue — one 
component it does not address is the increase of private housing density on public land. 
The increase in density under the PHRP is a product of the real estate-led approach, 
designed to allow the profit of the private development to subsidise the construction of 
social housing. 

The demolition of 8 public housing blocks requires the relocation of the existing tenants for the length 
of construction. Not only does this have direct financial implication, it also has significant health and 
educational costs.



1 Bedroom

Programmatic

Ground Floor

First Floor

Second Floor

Sustainability

Costs

2 Bedroom

3 Bedroom

Specialist Disability 
Accommodation
Communal 

Lift

7.4 NatHERS Rating

Minimum 5 Green Star

+875% Embodied 
Energy Saving

38% Demand for 
Energy and Water

$182,100 per flat 
Construction Costs 

Increasing private density is not the purpose of the renewal scheme. The key objective 
of the PHRP is to renew public housing — and the RRR strategy can meet this objective, 
without relying on the private housing and loss of public land to subsidise the costs. 
While research into increased public and community housing is beyond the scope of this 
feasibility study, the RRR strategy provides future opportunities for the government to 
reinvest in additional public and affordable housing on publicly owned land.

As the three-storey walk-up building typology is replicated throughout the Estate, 
a detailed design for 42 Ascot St has been undertaken, the technical and financial 
outcomes of this study can be compared to the development at 24-42 Dunlop Avenue 
under the PHRP. 

Retain, Repair, Reinvest, is able to maintain public land, retain communities, reduce 
environmental impact, protect heritage, and create significant financial savings. 

The proposed RRR refurbishment of 42 Ascot Street within the Ascot Vale Estate is able to meet all the 
objectives set out by the PHRP while also being more cost affective. 



Key Findings 

The benefits of a Retain, Repair, Reinvest refurbishment over PHRP demolition and 
rebuild within the Ascot Vale Estate are realised in both direct financial savings, and 
previously unmeasured costs in environmental, community and heritage loss. 

This study demonstrates how a Retain, Repair, Reinvest strategy can address all 
objectives of the PHRP at 24-42 Dunlop Avenue, and deliver improved living conditions 
for residents for a significantly lower direct financial investment from government, as well 
as protecting environmental, social and heritage value. 



Comparison between PHRP plan for 24-42 Dunlop Avenue and RRR proposal for 42 Ascot Street.

PHRP - Demo & Rebuild
24-42 Dunlop Avenue

RRR - Refurbishment
42 Ascot Street 

Refer to 
Section

RETAIN

Increasing social housing 
A metric of rooms rather than apartments has 

been used here as approximately 120,000 
Victorians are in need of appropriate housing and 

multiple room dwellings will be easily filled.

-21% (-19) Rooms +7% (+1) Rooms 3.3

External Relocation costs
These expenses are paid by the government. -$15.7 million $0* 3.3

Health and wellbeing costs 
These costs are based on SGS modelling of 

health and wellbeing impacts through relocation. -$210,017 $0 4.3

Education costs 
These costs are based on SGS modelling of  

educational impacts through relocation. -$334,026 $0 4.3

Heritage value costs
Modelling from SGS Economics and Planning 

estimates the heritage value of the Estate as $1.2 
million.

-$1.2 million $0 4.4

Public land costs
The loss of public land at 24-42 Dunlop Avenue, 
through the transfer of land title for the privately 

owned dwellings, as valued by SGS Economics at 
Planning.

-$8.7 million $0 4.5

REPAIR

Direct Construction Costs
The construction costs per dwelling.

-$463,938 per 
dwelling

-$182,100 per 
dwelling

3.3 and 
5.10

Embodied Energy
This saving is calculated against the demolition 

and rebuild proposal. - +875% Saving 5.9

REINVEST

Overall cost savings -
+$413,070  per 

dwelling 6

*Relocation fees for 42 Ascot Street are $0 due to the building being currently vacant. If the RRR model were replicated 
across the Estate, there would be a budget for a small removalist fee from relocating residents within the Estate during the 
refurbishment. 
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Introduction 
1.1  Overview  
This report presents an alternative strategy for the renewal of public housing in Victoria, 
through questioning the PHRP's rationale for demolition and quantifying the uncaptured 
costs and value-loss of the real estate-led model. 

The report assesses whether a Retain Repair Reinvest refurbishment strategy 
can achieve the same objectives of the Public Housing Renewal Program without 
the relocation of existing communities and demolition of housing stock. The report 
demonstrates the economic, environmental and social value of such an approach, and 
protects a unique architectural example of post war housing by acclaimed architect Best 
Overend. 

The case study of Ascot Vale presented in this report is site specific to the conditions and 
particularities of the housing’s design, site condition and community values. However, 
due to the ubiquity of the walk-up housing typology and the unaccounted for costs 
of resident relocation and demolition — the strategies employed in this proposal are 
replicable for other government owned sites throughout Victoria and Australia. 

1.2 Objectives and Scope  
This report presents the PHRP model as base case, alongside an alternative Retain 
Repair Renew proposal for the Ascot Vale Estate. The analysis compares how the PHRP 
model and RRR proposal address the program objectives of the PHRP, and the specific 
rationale for Ascot Vale’s inclusion on the PHRP. 

The report responds to the primary objective of the PHRP — to renew public housing —
and the rationale for Ascot Vale’s inclusion in the PHRP. It assesses whether refurbishing 
the existing buildings offers more valuable economic, environmental and social 
outcomes.  

PHRP Objectives 
The key objectives of the PHRP are: 

   • Replacing public housing on each site with new homes that meet    
  modern standards, are energy efficient and accessible for people with    
  mobility impairments,
  • Increasing the number of public or social homes on each site by at least 10%,
   •'Tenure blind' design that does not distinguish public homes from private    
 homes on each site,
   • Ensuring all residents, public and private, have access to common spaces and   
  shared facilities,
   • Improved public spaces with better amenity, connections and safety,
  • Engaging with tenants on an individual basis, to ensure they are kept, informed  
  of decisions that will affect them and are given opportunities to find housing that  
  meets their needs during the redevelopment process.⁴ 

4. DHHS,Submission to the Legal and Social Issues Committee: Inquiry in to the Public Housing Renewal Program.p.6. 
https://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/images/stories/committees/SCLSI/Public_Housing_Renewal_Program/Submissions/
S172-Government_submission.pdf.
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The Victorian Government stated that the initial PHRP sites, including Ascot Vale, were 
identified as they ‘do not meet the current and emerging needs of tenants.'⁵ 
This includes: 

  • Lack of lifts,
  • Poor disability access,
  • External or shared facilities such as laundries,
  • Poor energy efficiency, causing increased costs for tenants in extreme   
  weather. 

The scope of the project is also informed by the architectural particularities of the site, 
and the heritage value of the Best Overend designed Estate, as discussed in Section 
3.2. 

Report Scope 
This refurbishment proposal for 42 Ascot Street responds to the stated objectives of the 
PHRP, as well as the specific rationale for the Estate’s demolition and rebuild. It is also 
informed by resident enthusiasm to retain their homes and existing communities, and 
site-specific heritage context. 

Increasing density of private housing is not an objective of the PHRP, but rather a 
product of the real-estate led approach. As such, increasing private density is not part of 
the RRR strategy for the Ascot Vale Estate to refurbish the existing public housing. 

While research into increased public and community housing is beyond the scope of this 
feasibility study, the RRR strategy provides future opportunities for the government to 
reinvest in additional public and affordable housing on publicly owned land.

In responding to the PHRP rationale, this RRR proposal focuses on how to best meet 
the objective of Estate renewal with minimal financial, economic, social and heritage 
costs. The findings from this feasibility study demonstrate the value of refurbishing the 
Estate, and as such advocates for retaining the Ascot Vale Estate as public housing. 
However, this does not discount the value of a range of housing models that are 
necessary in Victoria to address the critical need for accessible, stable and affordable 
housing. While this report advocates for both the retention and extension of public 
housing — as a means of providing the greatest outcomes for residents and greatest 
investment value — it also acknowledges the role of CHPs and other social housing 
models in the provision of homes for Victorians. 

5. Legislative Council Legal and Social Issues Committee (Vic), Inquiry into the Public Housing Renewal Program: report 
(Victoria, Parliament of Victoria, 2018). https://apo.org.au/node/175096.
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1.3 Report Structure 
This report provides three key elements:  

  1. The Retain Repair Reinvest Strategy
  The report establishes the Retain, Repair, Reinvest strategy by     
  documenting and providing contextual information about the disbenefits    
  and uncaptured costs of the PHRP approach. 

  2. The Ascot Vale Case Study
  The report introduces Retain, Repair, Reinvest: Ascot Vale — a specific    
  feasibility study into the case study of the Ascot Vale Estate. Through    
  a comparative analysis of the PHRP renewal of 24-42 Dunlop Avenue,    
  and a proposed Retain, Repair, Reinvest refurbishment strategy for    
  the currently unoccupied 42 Ascot Street building — the feasibility of the    
  refurbishment model is demonstrated. 

  3. 42 Ascot Street Design Proposal
  The final section of the report presents a detailed design proposal for    
  42 Ascot Street, demonstrating the technical and financial success of the    
  refurbishment.

1.4 Approach 
To meet the objectives and scope of this feasibility study, the approach involved the 
following components: 

  • Developing a research plan 
  • Document review and analysis - this included, but was not limited to
   • Publicly available reports
   • Submissions
   • Academic literature
   • Government plans and policies 
  • Three Community engagement sessions with Ascot Vale Estate residents
  • Analysis of public housing resident feedback
  • Commissioned reports from a Quantity Surveyor, Environmental     
  Consultant and Structural Engineer 
  • Consultation with housing researchers, academics and economists
  • Workshop with SGS Economics and Planning 
  • Peer review of the report findings from SGS Economics and Planning 
  • Presentation of preliminary designs to Ascot Vale Estate residents 
  • Revision of design based on feedback
  • Final report (this document) and exhibition of design strategy at the Wingate   
  Avenue Community Centre.
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1.5 Limitations 

This report is based on data, budgets, reports and findings that are publicly available. 
We are aware that a feasibility study has been conducted into the potential of 
refurbishing the Ascot Vale Estate, but to date this has not been made publicly available. 

In instances where economic modelling has been undertaken, we identify from where 
the data was drawn, and acknowledge the limitations of the data available. We have 
sought expert advice from SGS Economics and Planning, who have provided a review of 
all the economic analysis within this report. 

42 Ascot St, Ascot Vale Estate, the block of flats which the design proposal will be undertaken on. 
Photo Ben Hosking.
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2. Public Housing Renewal 
2.1 History of Public Housing Renewal 
Public Housing Renewal Program (Stage 1) 
The Public Housing Renewal Program (PHRP) was introduced in December 2016 as 
part of a suite of commitments under the Victorian Government’s Homes for Victorians 
strategy; a cross-government response to housing affordability and homelessness. The 
PHRP includes $185 million of investment in initial seed funding and is expected to 
deliver 1750 new social housing dwellings. 

The PHRP was established under the Homes for Victorians strategy, which was based 
around five initiatives: 

  1. Supporting people to buy their own home
  2. Increasing the supply of housing through faster planning
  3. Promoting stability and affordability for renters
  4. Increasing and renewing social housing stock
  5. Improving housing services for Victorians in need.

Of these five initiatives, the PHRP was established to address number 4, ‘increasing and 
renewing social housing stock.’⁶ 

In March 2022, Melbourne was ranked the fifth least affordable city in the world, 
with median house prices sitting at 12 times the median household income.⁷ At the 
same time, demand for homelessness services and assistance in gaining access to 
affordable and stable housing is increasing, with approximately 120,000 people in 
need of appropriate housing, 66,232 of which are in urgent need.⁸ There is a clear and 
demonstrable need for urgent investment in emergency, public and affordable housing in 
Victoria — however this report highlights the ways PHRP fails to address this essential 
need. 

The PHRP was initially informed by a commercial evaluation by M21 Pty Ltd who were 
commissioned by the Housing and Community Building Unit of the Department of Health 
and Human Services (DHHS) to research redevelopment opportunities for walk-up 
estates following a ‘Real Estate development model.’⁹ 

6.  Legislative Council Legal and Social Issues Committee (Vic), Inquiry into the Public Housing Renewal Program: report 
(Victoria, Parliament of Victoria, 2018), p.3  https://apo.org.au/node/175096. 
7. Demographica, Demographia International Housing Affordability, (Urban Reform Institute and Frontier Centre for Public 
Policy, 2022), http://demographia.com/dhi.pdf.
8. By March 2022, 54,945 households were on the Victorian Housing Register recorded applications for housing, 30,508 
of which (equal to 55.5%) were on the Priority Access category. These correspond to approximately 119,230 people in 
need of appropriate housing 66,232 of which in urgent need.See: https://www.housing.vic.gov.au/victorian-housing-regis-
ter Victorian Housing Register and transfer list by local area – March 2022.
9.  DHHS, M21 Study on potential commercial redevelopment viability of aged walk-up estates (Melbourne, Department of 
Health and Human Services, 2010), p. 1.
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The initial Department brief to M21 rationale was informed by:

  1. A need to find revenue to cover the costs of managing public housing    
  facilities
  2. A desire to improve the living conditions for public housing residents.

M21 were provided with the following objectives for their report to address: 

  • Redevelop and increase the number of public housing units and     
  integrated with private housing  
  • Improve amenities for residents
  • Upgrade the sustainability and energy efficiency of public housing
  • Reduce maintenance costs
  • Decrease the average age of public housing.¹⁰

While the PHRP sits within a broader housing affordability and homelessness strategy 
— the core objective is to improve the conditions of public housing for residents. At the 
2017 Inquiry into the Public Housing Renewal Program, the chair stated that the program 
‘is not intended to significantly address this growing waiting list’ but rather is ‘primarily 
about upgrading existing housing stock.’ ¹¹

10. Ibid
11. Inquiry into the Public Housing Renewal Program: report, p.xi.

Public housing dwellings built in Australia, 1969-2018 - Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics  
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The (then) Director of Housing, Mr Foa explained, ‘This program is called the Public 
Housing Renewal Program. People forget about the 100 per cent that are being 
replaced. We are replacing some of the worst stock in our portfolio; there is some other 
stuff that we need to replace as well. We are replacing 1661 dwellings with $185 million 
worth of cash.’

PHRP Objectives and Rationale 
As outlined in Section 1.2, the key outcomes of the PHRP are focused on improving 
dwellings for resident comfort and access, and increase the number of social homes on 
each site by at least 10%. 

The initial PHRP initiative identified nine public housing sites across Melbourne that were 
considered out-dated and no-longer adequately suiting the needs of current and future 
tenants.¹² The sites are all walk-up estates, and were described in a Department brief as 
‘...relatively low densities on substantial and valuable land holdings around Victoria.’ ¹³

The inappropriate qualities of the sites to cater to tenant needs were identified as:

  • Limited, if any, accessibility for tenants with a mobility impairment,    
  including people with disabilities and older tenants
  • External or shared facilities such as laundries
  • Poorly designed common or public spaces, including walkways, corridors   
  and gardens, which are often uninviting and in some cases unsafe due to    
  poor visibility
  • Poor thermal efficiency, which adds to heating and cooling costs for    
  residents
  • Physical separation / segregation from the surrounding community
  • High concentration of public housing in a single location, which can lead    
  to stigma and poor social outcomes.¹⁴

The M21 report noted that identified sites were selected for their ‘latent development 
capacity’, which was defined as properties that are ‘'located in an inner area 
with established planning approvals and market acceptance of high-density 
accommodation.’¹⁵ The model was based on ‘maximum financial returns with a minimum 
funding commitment’ by increasing the density on each identified site.¹⁶ As noted in 
the Inquiry into the PHRP ‘It appears that the Government has preferred to consult 
developers over housing experts to guide the PHRP program. As such, the model is 
based on one that achieves a commercial profit outcome over a social outcome that 
addresses the crisis in public housing availability.’¹⁷

12. Since 2017, the PHRP has expanded beyond the initial sites. The full scope of estates that are demolished, to be de-
molished, and under development sites are documented on the Public Housing Watching Victoria Map. Available: https://
map.savepublichousing.com.
13. Inquiry into the Public Housing Renewal Program: report, p.xi.
14.  DHHS,Submission to the Legal and Social Issues Committee: Inquiry into the Public Housing Renewal Program. p.6 
https://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/images/stories/committees/SCLSI/Public_Housing_Renewal_Program/Submissions/
S172-Government_submission.pdf.
15. M21, Commercial review of the potential redevelopment of walk up estate properties, (M21, Melbourne, 2009) p. 8. 
(As cited in Inquiry into the Public Housing Renewal Program: report, p. 56).
16. Ibid, p. xi.
17. Inquiry into the Public Housing Renewal Program: report, p.183.
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18. Documentation of questions and responses from the Registration of Capability for Major Urban Renewal Opportunity 
in Inner Melbourne, 2017.
19. ‘The Victorian Auditor General, in the 2012 review of public housing in Victoria, found a mismatch between existing 
dwelling sizes and the sizes required by current and incoming residents. The follow-up report in 2017, reconfirmed the 
misalignment with resident needs and the requirement to boost the supply of one and two-bedroom homes for current 
residents and those on the Victorian Housing Register. The Public Housing Renewal Program will assist to realign the 
size profile of housing stock by delivering greater numbers of one and two-bedroom homes. This realignment will enable 
residents to live in appropriately sized homes that meet their needs, and the management of under and over-occupancy.’
DHHS, New Street, Brighton: Community Engagement Report, Public Housing Renewal Program, (Victoria, DHHS, 2017), 
p.3. 
https://www.planning.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/82010/SH17-Engagement-Report.pdf.

Under the PHRP, the nine public housing sites were slated for demolition, to be replaced 
with a mix of community and market housing. The Public Housing Renewal Model is 
designed to use the profit from the sale of private homes to leverage a minimum 10% 
social housing increase in the new development. Inquiries regarding the 2017 PHRP 
register of interest (ROI) highlighted that the Director of Housing would pay for the direct 
costs of the design and construction for the Social Housing for each site, as well as the 
direct costs of the development of the Social Housing component of the development.¹⁸ 
The developer does not hold responsibility for the delivery risk of the community housing 
element of the build. 

An additional rationale presented for the PHRP was the lack of one- and two-bedroom 
units available in public housing, as modelling showed there is greatest demand for 
these.¹⁹  
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PHRP Iterations 
The prototype for the PHRP was the model deployed at Kensington and Carlton estates, 
which saw the government sell the public land to the site developer, sometimes for 
significantly lower value than comparable land areas.²⁰ However the Ascot Vale model 
will be delivered as part of the Big Housing Build (see below) as one of the ‘fast-start’ 
sites. This model sees Homes Victoria retain the ownership of the land and homes 
(of the community housing) for 40 years, with the dwellings sitting under Community 
Housing Provider (CHP) management.²¹ The land title for the privately owned dwellings 
will be transferred to the purchasing owners. 

The fast-start sites are aimed at ‘replacing obsolete sites’ and are promoting jobs and 
economic development through getting ‘our industry moving again.’²² The fast-start 
process was also facilitated by shifts in the planning authority with Amendments VC187 
and VC190 to streamline the planning permit process on behalf of the Director of 
Housing, and expedite the planning assessment and approval process for ‘large scale 
social and affordable housing renewal projects.’²³

The transfer of the majority of the sites to private ownership²⁴ increases the 
concentration of community housing into a fraction of the original footprint of the site, 
and denies the opportunity of using the alienated land for the future expansion of public 
or community housing stock. The land value for each dwelling will be set by the Valuer-
General, but has not yet been made available to the public. 

As part of the renewal process, residents are temporarily rehoused by the Department 
of Health and Human Services for the duration of the demolition and rebuild. Residents 
have been guaranteed a ‘right to return’ by the government — however analysis of 
the dwelling sizes available in the new builds at several of the sites indicate that the 
Department is relying on a smaller cohort returning than the original communities being 
relocated.²⁵

Importantly, under the PHRP, the housing that replaces existing public housing will be 
community housing, and will be managed by community housing providers (CHP). Public 
housing tenants pay a maximum 25% of their income in rent, are provided perpetual 
tenure, and housing is provided to those with the greatest priority of need. 

20. Shaw, K., et al.,Evaluation of the Kensington redevelopment and place management models: Final report, (Melbourne, 
University of Melbourne, 2013), p. 32.
21. In 2021, a new Ground Lease Model was announced as a revised version of the PHRP. This model sees the govern-
ment retaining the public land and leasing the site to a not for profit finance group to ‘finance, design and construct new 
housing.’ Under this approach, the CHP will maintain the site for 40 years before returning to land and dwellings to Homes 
Victoria.
22. The details of the fast-start projects are outlined at:  https://www.vic.gov.au/homes-victoria-fast-start-projects
23. Planning Victoria, Big Housing Build: Learn about the streamlined approval and permit process for Victoria’s big hous-
ing build. See https://www.planning.vic.gov.au/permits-and-applications/big-housing-build
24. At all fast-start sites, the newly built private and first home buyer dwellings are constructed on public land, and then 
the land title is transferred to the new private owner.
25. For a full analysis of the different rights for residents living in  DHHS and Housing First management properties, see 
the Preliminary Comparison of Department of Health and Human Services and Housing First Policies, compiled by Inner 
Melbourne Community Legal and West Heidelberg Community Legal Service: https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5ce-
20ccfe4839a0001be0c65/t/5d8086304c34bc48add3b736/1568704053889/Legal+DHHS+HF+Policy+Comparison.pdf
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Community housing residents pay 30% of their income in rent, the tenure is less secure, 
and only 75%²⁶ of the available housing is allocated to those with greatest need.²⁷

Big Housing Build 
In November 2020 the Victorian State Government announced the Big Housing Build, a 
$5.3 billion investment into housing and job creation.²⁸ Within this suite of programs, the 
Big Housing Build sees an investment of:

  1. $523 million to build housing on Homes Victoria owned land 
  2. $948 million to buy/bring forward private housing developments 
  3. $1.38 million in the Social Housing Growth Fund for projects led by    
  Community Housing Organisations 
  4. $2.1 billion for partnerships to build private and community housing on    
  public land 

The Big Housing Build does not mention public housing, but across the four focus areas 
— fast start projects, strategic partnership projects, streamlining planning, and regional 
investment — the focus is on the community housing sector, and institutional investors to 
deliver affordable, social and private homes across Victoria.²⁹

Dunlop Avenue in Ascot Vale is one of six fast start sites as part of the $523 million 
investment and is one of four that were originally part of the PHRP.³⁰ Across the six fast-
start sites, 446 public housing dwellings will be demolished and 500 new community 
dwellings will be built (10% uplift), alongside 540 private market homes. Based on the 
$523 million investment to demolish and replace (with 10% increase in dwellings, but 
overall decrease in bedrooms), each community dwelling will represent approximately 
$510,000 of government investment. 

26. While 75% is the stated level, insights from CHPs indicate that this is subject to negotiation and each CHP has a ‘par-
ticipation agreement’ that determines their allocated amount. One CHP explained their intake for ‘greatest need’ residents 
was 30%. (Pers comms, with university housing researcher)
27. In their Centre for Urban Research paper, Porter and Kelly provide a clarification of terms around public, social and 
community housing. 
To be considered public housing a dwelling must be both owned and managed (tenancy and maintenance) by DHHS / 
Homes Victoria. Public housing caps rents at 25 percent of tenants’ income, provides secure tenure, and prioritises people 
in greatest need.
Community housing refers to dwellings that are managed and / or owned by private non-profit community housing organ-
isations (CHOs). Tenants pay 30 percent of income in rent, the tenure is less secure, and only 75 percent is allocated to 
those in greatest need.
The term social housing is an umbrella category referring to a range of non-market forms of housing including both public 
and community housing.
Porter, L. & Kelly, D, Does the Big Housing Build address the housing crisis in Victoria? (Centre for Urban Research, 
School of Global, Urban and Social Studies, RMIT University, 2020).
28. The Homes Victoria Big Housing Build website describes ‘We’re building thousands of new homes for Victorians in 
need and creating tens of thousand of jobs to support Victoria’s recovery.’https://www.vic.gov.au/homes-victoria-big-hous-
ing-build 
29. Affordable housing is defined by Victorian Planning and Environment Act 1987 as 
“… housing, including social housing, that is appropriate for the housing needs of any of the following—
            (a)        very low income households; 
            (b)        low income households;
            (c)        moderate income households.” 
Affordable housing can include public and community housing, but can also include private housing, either for rent or 
sale, provided that is leased or sold at or below 85% of the market price. To a very-low or low-income (i.e., the totality of 
applicants to the Victorian Housing Register) household, 85% of the market price remains unaffordable. 
30. The other three sites are Flemington, Hawthorn and Heidelberg.
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2.2 Funding and Maintenance 
The DHHS’s internal feasibility study for refurbishing housing identified for demolition 
under the PHRP found that it would cost $355.6 million for the 1778 units across six 
sites.³¹ This results in a projected $200,000 government investment per dwelling, which 
was considered unviable. While this feasibility study was not made public, it appears 
that the assessment was conducted across all sites in totality, rather than analysis of 
the conditions at each estate individually.  Evidence presented by the Department in the 
Parliamentary Inquiry explained, 

  Another alternative would be to upgrade the existing 1,600 properties. The   
  estimated cost of this would be around $320 million, and would not deliver   
  any increase in public housing, improvements to the estate design or    
  integration with surrounding neighbourhoods, or mixed communities through   
  additional private housing.³²

The feasibility study presented here examines the specific conditions of the Ascot Vale 
Estate, and evaluates the potential overall value of maintaining and renovating the 
existing dwellings. 

Public Housing Maintenance 
The need for such significant investment is the result of a long history of inadequate 
maintenance on public housing, which has been identified in government reports and 
audits since 1993.³³

In 2004, a five-year asset management plan was introduced for public housing. However 
subsequent audits found that there was insufficient cash flow to sustain public housing 
(due to the small revenue from low-income tenants and increased operating costs) and 
as a result the DHHS has resorted to addressing its financial position through ‘short-
term measures such as deferring acquisitions and preventative maintenance, which 
only compound its significant maintenance liability.’³⁴ (The issue of revenue from public 
housing residents is addressed in Section 3.3). 

In 2012, an audit into public housing found that ‘due to the continuing operating deficit, 
there is an increasing, unfunded maintenance liability, which has led to a deterioration 
of the asset base.’³⁵ As Kelly and Porter found in their 2019 review of the PHRP, 
‘rising housing maintenance costs are an ongoing and real concern.’ However, the 
authors question the PHRP resolution to this issue of absolving DHHS of the asset and 
responsibility. 

As identified by Lawson et al (2018), ‘the single most cost effective and efficient way to 
produce non-market housing for those in need is for the government to directly finance 
and build public housing.’³⁶ Modelling of investment pathways by the researchers found 

31.  Inquiry into the Public Housing Renewal Program: report, p.90. 
32. Ibid.
33. Victorian Auditor-General’s Office, Managing Victoria’s Public Housing  (Victoria Auditor-General’s Office, 2017). 
https://www.audit.vic.gov.au/report/managing-victorias-public-housing?section=.
34. Ibid.
35. Ibid.
36. For full analysis and discussion, see Lawson, J., Pawson, H., Troy, L., van den Nouwelant, R. and Hamilton, C. Social 
housing as infrastructure: an investment pathway, (Melbourne, Australian Housing and Urban Research Institute Limited, 
2018), http://www.ahuri.edu.au/research/final-reports/306doi:10.18408/ahuri-5314301. 
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that capital grant investment is ‘substantially more cost-effective for government than 
privately financed operating models.’ While a full analysis of social and affordable 
housing financing is beyond the scope of this feasibility study, Lawson et al. present 
evidence to highlight that private financing models ‘often result in significant government 
investment through unaccounted for costs’ (e.g. commonwealth rent assistance [CRA]).³⁷

As Kelly and Porter have identified, the PHRP model shifts the maintenance 
responsibilities to CHPs, however it potentially generates a variety of other costs for the 
State Government in terms of ‘mental and physical health provision, social services, 
homelessness shelters and crisis accommodation down the line.’³⁸ This is further 
discussed in Section 4.3.

Ageing Stock
The 2012 Victorian Auditor-General’s Office (VAGO) audit found that 42% of public 
housing stock in Victoria was over 30 years old, and approximately 14% of the assets 
would reach obsolescence by 2016.³⁹ However, while the age of housing stock has 
been used to help support decisions for demolition, the audit also found that dwellings 
between 41-60 years old had a ‘higher average conditions rating and lower average 
maintenance liability’ than dwellings between 31-40 years. 

The 2017 Auditor General’s report on Managing Public Housing found that stock 71 
years and older had lower maintenance liability than stock 0-10 years old.⁴⁰ At 77 years 
old, Ascot Vale Estate has a very small maintenance liability — which is a reflection of 
both the small proportion of this era of housing stock, and also the high-quality building 
construction and design of the Estate (see Section 5.2). The average condition rating 
of public housing stock 71 years and older was rated at approximately 45/100, with an 
average maintenance liability of $11,000 per dwelling. 

As outlined in the Reviving the Block report, ‘buildings in sound condition with little 
foundational and structural damage often result in a favourable economic outcome for 
refurbishment over demolition/rebuild.’⁴¹

Responsive and Planned Maintenance 
The 2017 VAGO report found that while the previous asset management plan outlined 
a strategy for 70% of maintenance spend to be allocated to planned maintenance, 
and 30% on responsive maintenance — the actual split was 42% planned and 58% 
responsive.⁴² This was identified as cost-inefficient and detrimental to the life cycle of 
housing assets. The report also found an underspend on statutory maintenance each 
year since 2012-13, ranging from $437,000 to $4 million annually. 

37. While CRA is administered from the federal government budget, and Victorian public housing is a State Government 
investment - all of this public spending should be considered as a public investment in the PHRP model.  
38. Kelly, D and Porter, L.  Understanding the assumptions and impacts of the Victorian Public Housing Renewal Program, 
(Victoria, Cities of Moreland, Darebin and Yarra and RMIT University Center for Urban Research, 2019), p.43. https://cur.
org.au/cms/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/understanding-the-assumptions-and-impacts-of-the-phrp-final-report-28-5-19.pdf
39. Managing Victoria’s Public Housing
40. Managing Victoria’s Public Housing
41. Jones, A. Reviving the Block: the architectural refurbishment of post-war modernist social housing. (Sydney, NSW 
Architects Registration Board, 2018). p, 5. https://www.architects.nsw.gov.au/download/BHTS/Alexander_Jones_Reviv-
ing_the_Block_BHTS_2019.pdf
42. Managing Victoria’s Public Housing.
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Additionally, an asset management plan for Victorian Public Housing has not been 
revised since 2016. In 2018, the Parliamentary Inquiry into the Public Housing Renewal 
Program developed a suite of 28 recommendations. One of which was ‘That the 
Victorian Government develop and publish an ongoing, long-term monitoring and 
maintenance strategy for Public Housing Renewal Program sites.’⁴³ This has not yet 
been addressed. 

The consultation undertaken as part of the Ascot Vale Estate Shared Vision reflects 
this experience, and is consistent with responses from residents about extensive 
maintenance issues and frustrations when surveyed as part of this feasibility study (see 
Section 4.1). 

The Shared Vision consultants found that: 

  Many neighbours and residents thought the buildings on the estate had    
  been neglected and poorly maintained. There were comments that the open   
  space was not clean, and that rubbish and graffiti was consistently left around   
  the buildings. Some residents felt the lack of maintenance of the buildings   
  made them feel neglected by DHHS.⁴⁴ 

43.  Inquiry into the Public Housing Renewal Program: report
44. Capire Consultants, Ascot Vale Estate - Shared Vision:Engagement Findings, (Victoria, Capire, 2018).
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These experiences are consistent with a report into Social Housing Regulation which 
found that for public and community housing tenants, management of maintenance was 
the top issue. For public housing tenants in particular, residents reported: 

  Waiting considerable time for repairs to be scheduled, contractors     
  failing to attend scheduled maintenance jobs, ineffective repair jobs and poor   
  communication from contractors and the landlord.⁴⁵

This feasibility study aims to examine how the heritage Best Overend buildings could be 
restored, and communities could be retained — by providing evidence for the value of 
maintenance and care. The Australian Infrastructure Audit (2019) found that:

  Big capital fixes often take undue priority over smaller and more frequent    
  maintenance spends. This is often the by-product of a lack of clear    
  long-term policy objectives across our infrastructure networks. This    
  problem is exacerbated by funding occurring from one-off grants     
  for construction. As a result, planning for the total lifespan of these assets    
  is challenging.⁴⁶

The Big Housing Build does not include grants or funding allocation for the maintenance 
of the new, or existing, dwellings. 

Maintenance and Community Housing 
While the long-term decline of public housing stock has been used as a justification for 
the PHRP, there is also evidence of inefficient maintenance and asset management in 
community housing managed properties. The Social Housing Regulation Review found 
that there is a ‘lack of reliable information on social housing property conditions — 
relevant to energy efficiency status but also maintenance more generally.’⁴⁷ The report 
also found that both social and public housing in Victoria was experiencing maintenance 
backlogs that were ‘producing unacceptable conditions for many tenants.’⁴⁸

An AHURI report into social housing best practice asset management found that while 
Community Housing Providers had a higher revenue stream than public housing due to 
tenant eligibility for CRAs — there are often revenue-cost gaps due to the necessity of 
taking tenants from priority waiting lists, resulting in ramifications for adequate funding 
to ‘undertake maintenance to preserve and extend the life of the asset.’⁴⁹ The report 
also highlighted the growth mindset within some Community Housing Providers, who 
were ‘focused on growth in the absence of real plans to adequately maintain, let alone 
replace, their existing stock.’ 

45. Social Housing Regulation Review, Social housing in Victoria: Interim Report, (Victoria, Social Housing Regulation 
Review, 2021), p.34. https://engage.vic.gov.au/social-housing-regulation-review.  
46. Infrastructure Australia, An Assessment of Australia’s Future Infrastructure Needs: The Australian Infrastructure Audit, 
(Infrastructure Australia, 2019).
47. Social housing in Victoria: Interim Report, p.32.
48. Ibid
49. Sharman, A., et al., Towards an Australian social housing best practice asset management framework, (AHURI, 2021), 
p.94 https://www.ahuri.edu.au/sites/default/files/documents/2021-10/AHURI-Final-Report-367a-Towards-an-Australian-so-
cial-housing-best-practice-asset-management-framework.pdf.
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This means that one of the core rationales that informed the development of the PHRP 
— the need for greater income from residents in order to cover maintenance costs — is 
unlikely to be achieved through this model. As David and Engles have found, while the 
current model of public housing management and funding has resulted in insufficient 
income for the Department to adequately maintain existing housing stock, increased 
attempts by the Victorian State Government to facilitate the community housing sector 
to take the strain off the public sector will only displace revenue and maintenance issues 
from the state to community providers.'⁵⁰ 

Economic modelling of the increased income stream available through the PHRP at 
Dunlop Avenue is detailed in Section 3.3. 

50.  Davies, L and Engels, B. Counting the Costs of Public Housing Estate Redevelopment in Melbourne: A comparison of 
delivery options (Urban Policy and Research, 2020), 39:1, 63-84, DOI: 10.1080/08111146.2021.1876652. 
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3. Ascot Vale Estate 
3.1   History of Ascot Vale site and Best Overend 
Ascot Vale Estate is located on the site of the old Ascot Vale Racecourse, which 
operated from 1899-1945. During this period the government used it for army purposes 
during both WWI and WWII. In 1946 the Dunstan Government compulsorily acquired 
the land under the Slum and Reclamation and Housing Act, as part of a nationwide 
investment in over 650,000 new public homes in the immediate post-war period.⁵²  

By 1947 architect Best Overend had completed drawings for the entire Ascot Vale 
Estate, which was being developed by the Housing Commission of Victoria. Overend 
was the deputy chairman of the Housing Commission of Victoria’s Architects Panel 
(1945-55), and an advocate for affordable, well-designed modernist apartments. The 
Ascot Vales Estate was one of two estates that were built in the immediate post war era 
by the Housing Commission.⁵³

The Estate was designed to house 2,600 people, across 800 flats, 100 maisonettes 
and 50 freestanding houses. Chair of the Heritage Council of Victoria Phillip Goad 
describes the Estate as representing the ‘social realist design approach of the Housing 
Commission of Victoria’s Architects’ Panel before their embrace of precast concrete 
construction for houses and apartment towers in the late 1950s.’⁵⁴

The Ascot Vale Estate was originally designed to house people who had been 
displaced as part of the slum reclamation policy — a post-war urban renewal program 
of the 1940s. The government understood that demolition of slums needed to be met 
by the simultaneous supply of unoccupied and appropriately designed homes. The 
Commission’s 1944 Annual Report found an unprecedented housing shortage, and as 
such the policy adapted from ‘rehousing inner suburban residents, to developing large 
estates.’ ⁵⁵

51.  See Flemington’s forgotten neighbour: Ascot Racecourse at https://wongm.com/2011/10/ascot-racecourse-as-
cot-vale-melbourne/ 
52. Pawson, H and Pinnegar, S. ‘Regenerating Australia’s public housing estates’ in Urban Regeneration in Australia: Poli-
cies, Processes and Projects of Contemporary Urban Change. Edited by Kristian Ruming. (London, Routeledge, 2018).
53. City of Moonee Valley, Moonee Valley Post-WarThematic Precincts Heritage Study 2021-14, (Melbourne, City of 
Moonee Valley), p.54. https://acrobat.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn:aaid:scds:US:c684bc93-ccd1-4421-9fff-c9488d0a1d0
5#pageNum=3.
54. Ibid.
55. Ibid.

An aerial image of the Ascot Vale State. Photographer Unknown.
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A 2014 heritage report by Context Pty Ltd found that Best Overend was influential in 
helping shift the Commission’s policy from demolition to new builds, through providing 
a tour of his ‘minimum’ flat development Cairo in Fitzroy. The 1936 Cairo Flats were 
designed as functional and utilitarian homes for city workers, and are now a highly 
celebrated architectural icon in Melbourne. The Cairo Flats are now registered with the 
Victorian Heritage Register for their architectural and historical significance to the State 
of Victoria.⁵⁶ Overend is credited with introducing the ‘Minimum Flat’ concept to Australia, 
which offered ‘space, economy and modernity at minimum cost’, and was an advocate 
for high quality housing for low-income earners.⁵⁷ 

3.2  Heritage
In 2012, Living Histories was engaged by the Moonee Valley City Council (MVCC) 
to produce a report titled the Moonee Valley Thematic Environmental History (TEH). 
The report recommended a number of local historical themes be further investigated, 
including the early post-war development of Moonee Valley. This recommendation was 
adopted by the MVCC and given the status of ‘high priority’⁵⁸, and heritage consultant 
Context Pty Ltd (now trading as GML Heritage) were engaged to carry out the 
assessment.

The Moonee Valley Post-War Thematic Precincts Heritage Study 2012-14 presented 
by Context Pty Ltd recommended the Ascot Housing Commission Estates Precinct 
(alongside five additional housing precincts in Aberfeldie and Essendon) were worthy of 
a Heritage Overlay, when assessed against the HERCON criteria.⁵⁹ 

The report found that the Ascot Vale Estate 'is of local historic, architectural and 
aesthetic significance to the City of Moonee Valley (and potentially to the State of 
Victoria).'⁶⁰ The Estate meets five of the HERCON criteria (A, H, E, F, B), with heritage 
significance only requiring sites to meet one criteria.⁶¹ The report also identified that 
the walk-up blocks of units on the Estate were in ‘good condition’ with external integrity 
varying from ‘moderate to high.’⁶²

56.  Heritage Council Victoria, Cairo Flats, Victorian Heritage Database. https://vhd.heritagecouncil.vic.gov.au/plac-
es/2093.  
57. Moonee Valley Post-WarThematic Precincts Heritage Study 2012-14.
58. Ibid, p. 42.
69. For assessment of the heritage values, eight established criteria will be used. These established criteria are known as 
the HERCON criteria. The HERCON criteria are used in heritage assessments across Australia and provide a standard 
measure by which places are assessed.
Criterion A: Importance to the course or pattern of our cultural or natural history (historical significance).
Criterion B: Possession of uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of our cultural or natural history (rarity).
Criterion C: Potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of our cultural or natural history (research 
potential).
Criterion D: Importance in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of cultural or natural places or environ-
ments (representativeness).
Criterion E: Importance in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics (aesthetic significance).
Criterion F: Importance in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical achievement at a particular period (techni-
cal significance).
Criterion G: Strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group for social, cultural or spiritual 
reasons. This includes the significance of a place to Indigenous peoples as part of their continuing and developing cultural 
traditions (social significance).
Criterion H: Special association with the life or works of a person, or group of persons, of importance in our history (asso-
ciative significance).
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Despite the study identifying the entire Ascot Vale Estate as having heritage significance 
and recommending a protection for the site — council resolved to only exhibit the 
Heritage Overlay on part of the Estate.⁶³ The reduced scope was applied to the south 
west portion of the Estate along Union and Epsom Road, of which 42 Ascot Street is 
located.

The exact reasons for the reduction in overlay has not been clearly explained in 
any Council Report, but as stated by the Planning Panel 'it appears to have taken a 
pragmatic approach that applying the overlay to the entire estate was too onerous, so 
sought to confine the listing to a representative example of the estate that comprises the 
elements of greatest significance.'⁶⁴ 

60. Moonee Valley Post-WarThematic Precincts Heritage Study 2012 - 14, p. 42.
61.  Moonee Valley Post-WarThematic Precincts Heritage Study 2012-14, p.43.
62. Ibid, p.40.
63. Planning Panels Victoria, Panel Report: Moonee Valley Planning Scheme, Amendment C124 and C143 Thematic 
Heritage Studies (Planning Panels Victoria 2014).
64. Ibid, p.19.
65. Ibid, p.17
66. Ibid, p.18.

Source: Moonee Valley Post-WarThematic Precincts Heritage Study 2012 - 14 Pg 1.

Significant

Contributory

The Department of Human Services (DHS) did not dispute the assessment from the 
heritage report and acknowledged that 'all of the estate had some significance'⁶⁵, 
however the reduced scope of heritage was preferred due to concerns around future 
development of the site. The DHS did not detail what implications applying heritage 
to the whole site may have for the area or the State but it was noted 'that applying the 
overlay too broadly may limit its capacity to upgrade the estate in the future in a manner 
that can meet user needs and provide housing options consistent with its current social 
housing framework.'⁶⁶

Additionally, reforms to streamline the planning process for social and affordable housing 
through Amendment VC187 and VC190 have introduced clause 53.20 for the New 
Housing Build, for a planning permit exemption. This allows the approval of a housing 
project funded under Victoria’s Big Housing Build to the satisfaction of the Minister of 
Planning. With this amendment the current local heritage overlay on part of the Ascot 
Vale Estate could be bypassed via a decision from the minister rather than local council.
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3.3 Dunlop Avenue, Ascot Vale Estate
In October 2019, as part of the PHRP, works began at the Ascot Vale Estate with the 
demolition of the 10 blocks from 24-42 Dunlop Avenue, consisting of 80 public housing 
dwellings. 

Dunlop Avenue is part of a suite of fast-start sites as part of The Big Housing Build, of 
‘replacing obsolete properties and contracting new homes.’⁶⁷ A spokesperson from the 
Department of Health and Human Services commented that the three blocks ‘built in the 
1940s and ‘50s, [were] rundown, had high ongoing maintenance costs and no longer 
met the needs of tenants.’⁶⁸ The dwellings were described by Premier Andrews as 
‘decaying and old’, and are set to be replaced with ‘200 brand-new, modern homes.’⁶⁹

In January 2020 the Moonee Valley City Council issued the planning permit for the 
construction of 200 new dwellings at 24-42 Dunlop Avenue, once a part of the Ascot 
Vale Estate. Homes Victoria (HV) stated that 'the project will provide an opportunity to 
showcase good housing design, aiming to enhance the confidence of local residents and 
the community for any future redevelopment of the broader Ascot Vale development.'⁷⁰ 

67. See Fast-start projects: https://www.vic.gov.au/homes-victoria-fast-start-projects
68.  Lucas, C. ‘Public housing in Ascot Vale to go, as demolition hots up across the city’ in The Age (Melbourne, 2020), 
https://www.theage.com.au/politics/victoria/public-housing-in-ascot-vale-to-go-as-demolition-hots-up-across-city-
20200612-p5523v.html 
69. See Daniel Andrews public facebook page, post from February 25, 2021. https://m.facebook.com/DanielAndrewsMP/
photos/a.149185875145957/3874857305912110/?type=3
70. DHHS, Dunlop Avenue, Ascot Vale. https://www.vic.gov.au/dunlop-avenue-ascot-vale

We therefore understand that the 24-42 Dunlop Street development will be an 
exemplar for the rest of the Estate, and have analysed all available documentation of 
this development. Findings from this development will be used as a direct comparison 
against our proposed feasibility study. 

A render of the proposed development at 24-42 Dunlop Avenue. Image by Hayball Architecture
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Dwellings 
The PHRP Dunlop Street development is scheduled to be completed in early 2023, and 
will consist of 200 dwellings all of which will meet current living and energy standards.⁷¹

As outlined in Table 1, these new dwellings will be comprised of
  • 88 community housing dwellings (39 one-bedroom, 45 two-bedroom, and   
  3 four-bedroom)
  • 11 dwellings for first home buyers 
  • 101 privately owned dwellings sold at market rate 

This breakdown meets the PHRP rationale for an uplift of 10% (from 80 public housing 
dwellings, to 88 community housing dwellings). However, while there is an increase in 
overall dwellings, there is an overall decrease in bedrooms of 21%, from the original 160 
bedrooms down to 141 in the new development.  

71. Environmentally efficient design, meaning the homes will be more comfortable as well as less expensive to heat and 
cool carrying a 5-star Green Star rating and a 7-star NatHERS average rating.All new homes built by Homes Victoria as 
part of the Big Housing Build will have a minimum Silver rating from Livable Housing Australia.
72. Inquiry into the Public Housing Renewal Program: report.p.19.
73. Kelly, D., et al., Shh! Don’t mention the public housing shortage. But no serious action on homelessness can ignore it. 
(Victoria, The Conversation, 2019). https://theconversation.com/shh-dont-mention-the-public-housing-shortage-but-no-se-
rious-action-on-homelessness-can-ignore-it-124875
74. Wingate Avenue Community Centre, Re: Inquiry into the Public Housing Renewal Program, p.9. https://www.parlia-
ment.vic.gov.au/images/stories/committees/SCLSI/Public_Housing_Renewal_Program/Submissions/S33-Wingate_Ave-
nue_Community_Centre.pdf.. 
75. Ibid, p.7.

1br 2br 3br Total 
Flats

Total 
Rooms

1947 Demolished Housing

Demolished Public Housing - 80 - 80 160

New PHRP Community Housing

New Community Housing 39 45 4 88(+8) 141(-19)

 New Private Housing 24 76 12 112 212

Table 1 – Dwellings and bedrooms in demolished and newly developed 24-42 Dunlop Avenue housing

Part of the rationale for the demolition of public housing under the PHRP was to increase 
one and two-bedroom options as they have the ‘greatest demand.’⁷² However, the 
demolished buildings previously provided 80 two-bedroom dwellings, and greater overall 
room capacity than the 2019 new development. As highlighted by Kelly et al. — the loss 
of overall bedrooms means that the ‘right to return’ will not be possible for all temporarily 
relocated public housing residents to return to the newly developed social housing.⁷³ The 
decrease in overall community housing bedrooms means that while the PHRP objectives 
for 10% drawing uplift is met — in practice there are fewer residents able to move back 
into Dunlop Avenue. 
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24-42 Dunlop Avenue Relocation Costs

Existing Resident Relocation Costs* $14,400,000

Relocation Managerial Costs* $1,391,049

Total Relocation Costs (80 dwellings) $15,791,049

Table 3- Dunlop Avenue Relocation Costs for 80 dwellings

*These costs are based on DHHS daily rates per dwelling of $150, and managerial cost of 1.5% of 
construction costs as provided in the Supreme Court hearing NO. SCI 2020 02563 by Jamin Ben Crawley 
government representative. See Appendix 2 for a spreadsheet of the costs per day multiplied by the number 
of units and the projected minimum relocation period. 

The issue of the ‘right to return’ that has been afforded to residents was raised as a 
concern by the Wingate Community Centre in a submission to the 2017, as the available 
new dwellings will have different configurations and numbers of bedrooms.⁷⁴

Additionally, when looking at the broader needs of the Estate, a submission to the Inquiry 
into the PHRP by the Wingate Community Centre highlighted that:

  What is clear is that the Ascot Vale experience is not a direct match for the   
  state-wide statistics. The specific mix of cultural groups and large families   
  living on the estate, who may well wish to remain here for access to schools,   
  transport links and other services, must be taken into account when the number   
        and size of public housing dwellings to be included in the new estate is confirmed.⁷⁵

Costings 
While official costs are not publicly available, Tables 2 and 3 outline the key redevelopment 
costs associated with the 24-42 Dunlop Street demolition, resident relocation and rebuild. 

These calculations aim to include the true cost of the renewal program and are not 
currently captured in available government budgets. As detailed in Appendix 1, where 
uncertain, we have applied the most conservative cost projections. The rationale for each 
costing is also outlined in Appendix 1, and has been peer reviewed by SGS Economics 
and Planning. 

74. Wingate Avenue Community Centre, Re: Inquiry into the Public Housing Renewal Program, p.9. https://www.parlia-
ment.vic.gov.au/images/stories/committees/SCLSI/Public_Housing_Renewal_Program/Submissions/S33-Wingate_Ave-
nue_Community_Centre.pdf. 
75. Ibid, p.7.

24-42 Dunlop Avenue Construction Costs

Total Building Costs (including demolition) $84,306,000

Contingencies $8,430,600

Total Construction Cost (200 dwellings) $92,736,600

Table 2 – Dunlop Avenue New Construction Costs for 200 dwellings
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As outlined in Table 4, the full costs for demolition, relocation and construction of the 
200 new private and community housing at 24-42 Dunlop Avenue is calculated at 
$108,527,649. This implies that the cost of each new community housing dwelling will be 
$542,638.  

24-42 Dunlop Avenue Construction and Relocation 
Costs

Total Construction Costs $92,736,600

Total Relocation Costs $15,791,049

Total Costs exc Fees $108,527,649

Cost per Social Housing Dwelling $542,638

Table 4 – 24-42 Dunlop Avenue Total construction and relocation costs

76. According to the most current CRA payment rates, we have calculated each single-bedroom dwelling as either a 
single person or couple ($145.8), each double-bedroom and three-bedroom dwelling as a single or couple with 1-2 depen-
dent children ($171.5). CRA maximum fortnightly payment is based on the latest Service Australia data, available https://
www.servicesaustralia.gov.au/how-much-rent-assistance-you-can-get?context=22206 
77. Department of Housing Public Works, Maintenance Management Framework: Building Maintenance Budget,  
(Queensland Government, 2017). https://www.hpw.qld.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/3278/mmfbmb.pdf

This cost per new community housing dwelling represents the direct financial costs 
associated with demolition, relocation and rebuilding of the demolished public housing. 
In Sections 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5, this feasibility study introduces previously uncaptured value 
loss and project costs relating to social impact, heritage loss, and loss of public land. 

Increased Revenue 
In addition to calculating the overall budget outlay for the 24-42 Dunlop Street 
redevelopment, this report considers the additional income the CHPs could receive 
from the 88 community housing dwellings shown in Table 5. As outlined in Section 2.2, 
increased revenue through residents’ CRA income payments is cited as a key rationale 
for shifting from the public housing model to the PHRP. 

The estimated increased revenue for the CHP managing 24-42 Dunlop Avenue would be 
$366,332 income annually, based on the highest CRA payment per dwelling.⁷⁶

There is currently no publicly available data on maintenance budgets and costs for 
either the existing Dunlop Avenue residences, or the projected future costs for the new 
development for analysis of how significantly this increased rental income would assist to 
cover the necessary maintenance costs. However, state government modelling suggests 
an annual maintenance budget for government assets should represent a minimum 1% 
of the building Asset Replacement Value (cost of construction).⁷⁷ 
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Based on the 24-42  Dunlop Avenue cost of construction, a minimum 1% spend on 
the 88 new community dwellings would require a minimum $408,041 per year for a 
maintenance budget. 

An alternative maintenance budget projection is based on actual community housing 
maintenance delivery. In 2019, one Ballarat based community housing provider spent 
11% of their asset value on maintenance.⁷⁸ If this model was replicated at 24-42 Dunlop 
Avenue, the required annual maintenance budget would be $4,488,451. 

While these maintenance figures are an estimation based on available information 
and should not be understood as accurate projections — it is clear that based on the 
minimum 1% model, an additional $366,332 annually for the maintenance of 24-42 
Dunlop Avenue is a small income increase, in comparison to the State Government 
outlay in terms of both direct building costs, and loss of public land, heritage and 
relocation costs for residents. 

78. The Statement of Financial Year position for the United Housing Group reports the property asset value as $4,727,164 
and the 2018-19 maintenance spend as $539,473. http://www.unitedhousing.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/UHC-
Annual-report-2018.2019-no-bleed.pdf
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4.Retain, Repair, Reinvest: Ascot Vale 
This report examines the feasibility of applying Retain Repair Reinvest strategy to the 
Ascot Vale Estate. 

The entire Ascot Vale Estate will be redeveloped over the next 15-20 years, with walk-up 
apartments slated for demolition. In addition to the broad rationale (outlined in Section 
3.1) for the PHRP, the Ascot Vale Estate renewal was identified as essential due to the 
age and condition of the walk-up buildings that have ‘high ongoing maintenance costs’.⁷⁹

As outlined by the DHHS, additional site-specific reasons for the renewal include:

  • The lack of lifts 
  • In-accessibility of buildings for people with mobility issues
  • Age of building means they are difficult to maintain 
  • Uncomfortable in very hot or cold weather 
  • Not environmentally sustainable.

The DHHS have identified that an approach of upgrading or renovating the Ascot Vale 
Estate was evaluated, but the age and condition of the apartments mean upgrading was 
‘not considered to be a viable of cost-effective approach’ as it would not:

  • Create new or improved open spaces
  • Improve safety and surveillance on site by modifying sight-lines and    
  activating frontages
  • Improve unit layout or provide balconies/private courtyards
  • Improve cross ventilation and access to natural light.⁸⁰

Section 5.3 in the Design Proposal identifies how the Retain, Repair, Reinvest model 
can deliver against all of the above PHRP objectives, while also providing improved 
economic, social, environmental and heritage outcomes. 

4.1 Refurbishment as an alternative
This feasibility study is also informed by analysis of the sustainability and efficiency of a 
demolition and rebuilding approach to renewal. This section identifies how a demolition 
and rebuild model can overlook three forms of value: environmental sustainability, social 
impact and heritage value. 

Environmental Sustainability 
40% of the world’s extracted materials are used within the built environment with 
waste from demolition and construction representing the largest waste stream in many 
countries.⁸¹

78. DHHS, Dunlop Avenue, Ascot Vale. https://www.vic.gov.au/dunlop-avenue-ascot-vale 
80. Ibid.
81. Cheshire, D. and Burton, M. The carbon business case for choosing refurbishment over new build, AECOM. https://
aecom.com/without-limits/article/refurbishment-vs-new-build-the-carbon-and-business-case/
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The building and construction industry is accountable for 39% of the world’s carbon 
emissions — 28% relating to the operation of the buildings and the remaining 11% 
resulting from the manufacturing of new materials such as steel, cement and glass.⁸²

The Victorian Climate Change Act 2017 sets out a long-term state government strategy 
of reaching net zero emissions by 2050. This commitment by the government includes 
five yearly interim emission reduction targets, each of which improves on the previous 
targets.⁸³ To meet these ambitious net zero emission targets, it will be essential that 
construction practices change and buildings reduce their embodied carbon emissions. 
This approach has been identified internationally in the Greater London Authority’s 
draft London Plan, which sets out design principles that will prioritise the retention and 
refurbishment of existing buildings.⁸⁴ 

Social Impact 
The Knock it Down or Do it Up: The challenge of estate regeneration report, written 
for the Greater London Authority, presents a range of findings related to the costs and 
benefits of demolition or refurbishment of estate housing. The report cites George 
Clarke’s Empty Homes Review Recommendations, including:

  1. Refurbishing and upgrading existing homes should always be the first    
  and preferred option rather than demolition 
  2. Demolition of existing homes should always be the last option after all    
  other forms of market testing and options for refurbishment are exhausted.⁸⁵ 

The report refers to insights from the Director of Arup (and Design and Engineering 
Consultant to Cabinet Office), who found that it `is often the case that a refurbishment 
scheme will generate significantly more positive quantifiable benefits and significantly 
fewer disbenefits than a new build/demolition scheme.'⁸⁶

The Greater London Authority also found that   for regeneration proposals, wellbeing 
and social impacts of schemes (such as the detriment to residents’ physical and mental 
health over the often lengthy duration of regeneration schemes) are unlikely to be 
effectively evaluated and their significance may be under-estimated.’⁸⁷

This feasibility study aims to capture some of the wellbeing and social impacts of the 
proposed Ascot Vale Estate renewal, as outlined in Section 4.3. 

The design proposal for the Retain, Repair, Reinvest proposal is also informed by 
resident feedback. The research team held two consultations and one presentation 
of initial design strategies with residents to discuss the research proposal, and gain 
insights regarding resident sentiments about living on the Estate. Residents responded 
to questions regarding:

 
82. United Nations Environmental Program, 2019 Global Status Report for Buildings and Construction Sector,  2019 Glob-
al Status Report for Buildings and Construction Sector | UNEP - UN Environment Programme
83. For a full list of the Victorian Government’s action on climate change, see the policies outlined at https://www.climat-
echange.vic.gov.au/victorian-government-action-on-climate-change
84. The carbon business case for choosing refurbishment over new build.
85. Housing Committee, Knock it Down or Do it Up? The Challenge of estate regeneration, (London, London Assembly, 
2015). p.44 https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/gla_migrate_files_destination/KnockItDownOrDoItUp_0.pdf
86. Ibid, p.19.
87. Ibid, p.19. 
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  • If residents wished to remain at the site 
  • What worked well about the Estate? What do residents value about living   
  on the Estate, and what could be improved?

Across the three sessions, 20 residents provided written feedback of their experiences 
living at the Estate. Overall, 100% (20/20) of interviewed residents expressed a strong 
desire to remain on the Estate. 

The primary feature that residents valued about living on the Estate was the location 
and connection to their existing communities, social groups, medical support and 
employment. 11/20 respondents highlighted the Ascot Vale location as being close 
proximity to schools, doctors, shops — as well as easy to get into the city. For 13/20 
residents, a lack of maintenance and upkeep to the buildings was the most significant 
issue living on the Estate. 

Full analysis of the resident feedback from these engagement sessions is provided in 
Appendix 5. Resident feedback also included resident reflections on the design, layout 
and functionality of their flats, which has been incorporated into the design response, as 
outlined in Section 5.3. 

Heritage Value 
As outlined in the Reviving the Block report, ‘Heritage value of modernist housing within 
a Western context is not often featured as a prominent argument for the refurbishment 
of social housing.’⁸⁸ Jones highlights that ‘The option of refurbishment allows for the 
preservation of an integral part of post- war history and respectful design can elevate 
buildings to their former glory with a continuation of the vision that modernism set out to 
achieve.’⁸⁹ 

4.2 Precedents 
The refurbishment approach to public housing renewal presented in this feasibility study 
has a strong international precedent that demonstrates successful economic, social and 
environmental outcomes. 

The Reviving the Block report identities a range of refurbishment projects on modernist 
social housing in Europe that have had successful outcomes in relation to:
 
  • Architectural excellence 
  • Unique response to context
  • Community retention and benefit⁹⁰

One highly celebrated and pioneering example of social housing refurbishment is by 
French architects Anne Lacaton and Jean-Phillipe Vassal. In 2021 the pair were awarded 
the Pritzker Prize, the most prestigious award in architecture. They were particularly 

88. Knock it Down or Do it Up, p.15.
89. Ibid.
90. Knock it Down or Do it Up, p.16.
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celebrated for their ‘never demolish’ approach and refurbishment of the Cite du Grand 
Parc social housing towers in Bordeaux, which occurred without displacing any residents 
and retained the community who lived in the buildings. Their work follows the practice of 
‘never demolish, never remove or replace, always add, transform and reuse!’ 

In 2014, alongside architect Frédéric Druot, Lacaton and Vassal developed the PLUS 
manifesto in response to the French revitalisation policy ‘Programme de Renovation’. 
The policy intended to improve public housing through demolition and rebuild, involving 
upheaval and displacement of residents. 

The PLUS manifesto is informed by three key justifications to not demolish:

  1. Ecology, understood as the reuse of the existing matter: recycling and    
  use of natural processes to reduce energy consumption;
  2. Preserving the existing communities by not relocating residents;
  3. Savings, thanks to which funds are directed to activities that improve    
  the comfort of living, and not to ineffective construction works. 

While this French precedent is contextually different to the Ascot Vale Estate, the 
approach taken in the PLUS manifesto offers opportunities for examining potential 
alternatives to demolition.

In particular, Lacaton and Vassal identified the high-quality design of the post-war 
housing estates at Cite du Grand Parc, and the modernist housing construction was 
cited as a key rationale for retaining the buildings. The quality of the existing modernist 
dwelling design was key to making the renovation approach feasible. 

As detailed in Section 3.2, the Ascot Vale Estate was designed by one of Australia’s 
most celebrated modernist architects, whose motivation was to create efficient, well-

Before and after of the refurbishment of the Cite du Grand Parc social housing towers in Bordeaux by 
Lacaton Vassal.
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ventilated and naturally lit housing for residents. Like many buildings constructed in 
this era, brick and concrete was used, employing good craftsmanship. It is the Estates 
modernist design and construction, as highlighted in the Lacaton Vassal project, that 
makes refurbishment possible.

In approaching the Ascot Vale Estate with a refurbishment proposal, our strategy is also 
consistent with the submission to the Inquiry into the PHRP by the Wingate Community 
Centre, who highlight that there have been recent upgrades to blocks on the Estate. 

91. Wingate Avenue Community Centre, Re: Inquiry into the Public Housing Renewal Program, p.9.
92. Reviving the Block, p.3.
93. Inquiry into the Public Housing Renewal Program: report. Recommendation 4, p.17. 
94. Wingate Avenue Community Centre, Re: Inquiry into the Public Housing Renewal Program, p.2.

We have heard from some tenants living in those units, who don’t see why all 
that investment – as well as the inconvenience that they have already been 
through due to relocation – should go to waste. A more appropriate response 
on the part of government would be to assess the quality of these refurbished 
units and determine whether they should be included in the renewal site and, if 
so, consideration given to ensuring that these units are placed at the end of the 
program of works so that other, un-refurbished units may be redeveloped first.⁹¹ 

The findings in Section 5 of this report capture the positive quantifiable benefits of 
a refurbishment approach to Ascot Vale, and demonstrate some of the overlooked 
disbenefits of demolition/new build that have not as-yet been quantified in PHRP 
discussion. 

4.3 Social impact of relocation 
As outlined in the Reviving the Block report, conventional analysis to determine the 
impacts of refurbishment relative to demolition considers ‘stock condition and associated 
costs, estate popularity, design, socio-economic conditions, finance and the capacity for/
cost of rehousing locally.’ However, they ‘do not deal with all associated outcomes of a 
refurbishment or demolition such as environmental or social wellbeing.’⁹² 

A recommendation from the Inquiry into the Public Housing Renewal Program was ‘that 
the Victorian Government fund Infrastructure Victoria to partner with the Department 
of Health and Human Services to measure the full social and economic value of social 
housing.’⁹³ This has not yet occurred. 

This section aims to detail the social impacts of relocation on residents, as informed by 
resident feedback, demographic data about the Estate, precedents from other PHRP 
sites, and economic modelling of the health and education impacts of relocation. 

The most recent demographic data from Ascot Vale Estate (February 2020) identifies a 
population of 1736 residents who live across 851 dwellings. The Estate is home to 357 
families, with an average of 1.6 children per family. Approximately 40% of the Estate 
population were born overseas, and 60% speak a language other than English.⁹⁴ 
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A 2016 Needs Assessment, conducted by the on-site Wingate Community Centre, 
found that residents ‘generally felt they got along with their neighbours and that the 
community members looked out for one another.’⁹⁵ As outlined in Section 4.1, the 
existing community and connection to local schools, shops, work and medical care were 
the primary reasons residents reported valuing living at Ascot Vale Estate. 

There has been no publicly available social impact analysis conducted to measure 
the potential impact of the demolition, relocation and rebuild of the Ascot Vale Estate. 
However, we are able to draw upon evidence from comparable renewal programs, 
and economic data on the health and education impacts of temporary displacement 
and interruption to community networks and connections to indicate some of the costs 
associated with the planned PHRP model at Ascot Vale. 

Kensington Estate 
The renewal program at Kensington Estate was one of the first public-partnership 
programs to be delivered in Victoria. While the Kensington model has adapted 
and evolved into the PHRP, there is significant comparable data around the loss of 
community, social networks and support.  

The renewal of the Kensington Estate saw only 20% of residents return to the newly 
built dwellings. While there were a number of reasons for this — including residents 
being happy with their alternative accommodation — research also highlights that 
others did not return out of a ‘desire to avoid the disruption of a second relocation, 
the time taken for new units to become available, and the reconfiguration of dwelling 
styles on the redeveloped Estate which meant not all households were able to be re-
accommodated.’⁹⁶ 

Research into the Kensington Estate highlighted the loss of community and social 
networks as a result of the renewal process. Shaw et al found that ‘disruption to social 
networks, had a lasting impact on some tenants, and this has to be factored into 
calculations on whether to demolish and rebuild or refurbish.’ One returned tenant 
explained ‘[At the old Estate] I used to have a lot of neighbours, go for coffee and stuff. 
But now I don’t have that.’⁹⁷

A social impact study into the Kensington Estate Redevelopment found over a quarter of 
local residents surveyed reported ‘a negative impact on people and community, such as 
loss of community of loss of diversity, Kensington becoming another 'yuppie’ suburb, loss 
of families with children and effects of schools, and loss of business for local traders.’⁹⁸

Relocated tenants also reported a significant decrease in informal social support after 
moving away from the Estate, as well as loss of support from places of worship, services 
for children, community health and government agencies. 

95. Ibid, p.3.
96. Shaw, K. et al. Evaluation of the Kensington redevelopment and place management models Final Report. (Victoria, 
Department of Human Services, 2013).
97. Ibid, p.93.
98. Hulse, K, et. al., Kensington Estate Redevelopment Social Impact Study, (Swinburne Institute for Social Research, pre-
pared for the Department of HUman Services, 2004). p.75.
https://researchbank.swinburne.edu.au/file/0c953f21-59be-4f56-aad3-f31a6f6a7bd4/1/PDF%20%28196%20pages%29.pdf. 
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24-42 Dunlop Avenue Social Costs (80 Dwellings)

Health Cost (160 people) $210,017

Education Cost (54 children) $334,026

Total Social Costs $544,043 

Table 6 – Health and Education Costs of Relocation at 24-42  Dunlop Avenue

Prior to moving, 49% of respondents reported that they belonged to local organisations, 
while only 12% belonged to organisations after moving. The report also found that ‘58% 
considered overall that their involvement with local people and organisation was less 
or much less, with only 8% having more or much more involvement.’¹⁰⁰ For relocated 
tenants, ‘moving meant a distinct lessening of social connectedness, both informal 
support and support from community agencies and organisations.’

Impacts of Relocation 
Internationally, there is evidence to suggest that the relocation of residents as part 
of urban renewal schemes comes at a cost with detrimental impacts on physical and 
mental health, as well as impacts of ‘families, friends and communities’ who are ‘all 
impacted as the social, economic and health effects of those displaced ripple out.’¹⁰¹ 

While it is difficult to quantify the full impacts of relocation and displacement for residents 
and communities, modelling provided by SGS Economics and Planning into the health 
and education costs of temporary relocation provides some insights into the scale of 
cost. See Appendix 3 for details of how these costs were calculated. 

Table 6 highlights the cost of relocating residents, based on detrimental health outcomes 
and the interruption of education.   

Type of informal support
% of those interviewed 

receiving support whilst living on 
Kensington Estate

% of those interviewed 
receiving support now (living 

elsewhere)
Help with Baby sitting^ 69% 26%*

Help with Everyday tasks like 
shopping and laundry 65% 28%*

Support with social or recreational 
activities 81% 43%* 

Having someone to talk 83% 49%*

Knowing someone well enough 
locally to help out in an emergency 81% 39%*

Table 5 – Relocated tenants reporting receipt of informal support before and after relocation from the Kensington Estate⁹⁹

Source: Interviews with relocated tenants 2003-2004; n=47
^ Several people reported that their children had no grown up or moved away
*Highly significant reduction (<.01) (based on results from paired samples t-tests)

99. Ibid, p.77.
100. Ibid, p.78.
101. Understanding the assumptions and impacts of the Victorian Public Housing Renewal Program, p.27.
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4.4 Heritage Value 
Section 3.2 of this report established the heritage significance of the Best Overend 
designed Ascot Vale Estate. In addition to the recommendations for a heritage overlay, 
and the comparably treatment of the Heritage listed Cairo building in Fitzroy — there is 
also an economic value that can capture the loss of heritage through demolition. 

Based on a Heritage Victoria commissioned measurement tool, SGS Economics and 
Planning calculated the heritage value of the entire Ascot Vale Estate as $1,233,250 
(see Table 7). As this figure is a one-off payment for the retention of the whole Estate in 
totality rather than representing individual buildings. See Appendix 4 for a description of 
this heritage value tool and method. 

102 SGS Economics & Planning Pty Ltd and Survey Engine, The Value of Heritage: Summary Report, (Victoria, prepared 
for DELWP, 2017). https://heritagecouncil.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/Valuing_Victorias_Heritage_Summary_
Report-compressed.pdf  

Ascot Vale Estate Heritage Value¹⁰²

Heritage Value $1,233,250

Table 7 – Heritage Value of the Ascot Vale Estate

As identified in Section 3.2, the case study site of 42 Ascot Street sits within the 
recommended Heritage Overlay precinct, as the Estate meets five of the HERCON 
criteria and is of ‘historical, architectural and aesthetic significance to the City of Moonee 
Valley (and potentially to the State of Victoria).’ 

4.5 Land Value 
As outlined in Section 2.1, the PHRP model under which the Dunlop Street renewal is 
occurring sees the public housing replaced by CHP community housing. These dwellings 
remain in public ownership on publicly owned land, and are managed by the CHP.

The 111 additional dwellings on the site will be privately owned and represents a 
significant transition of public land into private ownership. Based on publicly available 
information from the Valuer-General, the land value of the dwellings that will be held in 
private ownership has been calculated at $8,739,048.  

24-42 Dunlop Avenue Loss of Land Value

Land Value $8,729,048

Table 8 – 24-42 Dunlop Avenue Land Value 
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103. See attached original plans 1947
104. See original drawing specification

5. Retain, Repair, Reinvest Design Proposal for 42 
Ascot Street
A feasibility study has been conducted into the refurbishment of an existing housing 
block at 42 Ascot Street, one of the first to be built on Ascot Vale Estate. The block is 
currently within the MVCC Heritage Overlay along with a small portion of the Estate. 
It has been chosen as it is currently empty and the design features are replicated 
throughout the Estate making any of the design solutions applicable to others. 

The feasibility study contains:
  • Architectural Drawing Set
  • Landscape Architectural Drawings
  • Structural Assessment Report
  • Sustainability Assessment Report
  • Cost Plan Report

5.1 Existing Building 42 Ascot Street
42 Ascot Street features 10 flats, shared laundry facilities and a communal rooftop, 
located within the Ascot Vale Estate. The 10 flats consist of 6 one-bedroom and 4 two-
bedroom in a linear arrangement over 3 floors. The one bedroom flats are 50m2 and the 
two bedroom dwellings are 64m2. Each flat has a north and south outlook with a private 
balcony on the northern facade. 

The original plans show both a communal bike and pram storage on ground level with 
firewood storage at each stair landing. A range of kitchen layouts were drawn as options 
as well as detailed joinery units, baths and picture rails to all apartments.¹⁰³ It is noted 
that asbestos was used for the oven flues¹⁰⁴ which appear to have been replaced. 

The Type C block of flats is replicated across the Estate and features a communal rooftop and private 
balconies. Photo Ben Hosking
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The block is constructed of double brick with reinforced concrete slabs to the upper 
floors and the ground floor is on timber stumps. Concrete strip footings run under all 
brick walls and stump pads below the ground floor.¹⁰⁵

42 Ascot Street is currently unoccupied due to a fire within one of the flats which 
occurred in 2018.¹⁰⁶ The occupants of the entire block were relocated and the damage 
was never repaired.

5.2 Design Proposal
The design team’s approach to the feasibility study is to Retain, Repair and Reinvest.

  Retain existing communities by not relocating residents, 
  Repair existing buildings to reduce carbon emissions,
  Reinvest savings to improve comfort and upgrade public housing.

The Retain Repair Reinvest design proposal is to bring the existing housing block up 
to contemporary standards of living — in line with PHRP objectives and environmental 
standards — while retaining both the local residents and the heritage significant building. 
This is achieved through refurbishment of the existing building. 
The design has been informed by;

  • Existing Ascot Vale Estate resident feedback
  • Structural assessment of the existing building 
  • Architectural and landscape architectural input
  • Environmental and sustainability design solutions
  • Energy performance targets
  • Quantity surveyor costings

105. RD Structural Engineering Solutions, Structural Assessment 42 Ascot St, 2022.
106. As reported from Estate residents.

Rendered view of the proposed RRR refurbishment to 42 Ascot Street. Retractable sunshades are added to 
the northern facade and l andscape works to the exterior. Image by OFFICE
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PHRP rationale for demolition Synopsis of Proposed RRR Response

Lack of lifts The retrofitting of a new lift within an existing 
stair core will make 8/10 of the flats and the 
community rooftop easily accessible.

Poor disability access (requirement to meet 
Gold star rating from Liveability Housing 
Australia)

8/10 dwellings are designed to ensure Gold 
star ratings are met.

External or shared facilities such as laundries The option of both shared and private 
laundries has been provided in the design 
proposal. 

Residents are given the option to include a 
washer and dryer in their bathroom.

Poor energy efficiency, causing increased costs 
for tenants in extreme weather. New buildings 
will carry a 5 star Green Star rating, and a 7 star 
NatHERS average rating

An environmental sustainability design 
consultant and quantity surveyor have 
provided a report on how to introduce small 
interventions into the existing buildings to 
bring them up to 5 star Green Star rating and 
7 Star NatHERS average rating. 
A minimum 38% reduction in demand for 
resources (energy and water) by future 
building occupants.

Meeting Better Apartment Design Standards This design proposal for renovating the 
existing building meets all aspects of the 
Better Apartment Design Standards.
(See Appendix 6 for full details) 

Redevelopment will include 1,2 and 3 bedroom 
homes, responding to the changing needs of 
Victorian households

This proposal shows the potential for 
adapting an existing two bedroom apartment 
into a three bedroom layout.

Improving communal open spaces Landscaping works to the curtilage of 
existing block as well as upgrades to the 
communal rooftop area.

5% of new community housing dwellings  will be 
easy to access for Victorians with disabilities

20% of the block’s flats will be Specialist 
Disability Accommodation (SDA).

Table 9 – Feasibility study addressing key rationale for PHRP 
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RRR 42 Ascot Street - Demolition Ground Floor

RRR 42 Ascot Street - Demolition First Floor

RRR 42 Ascot Street - Demolition Rooftop
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RRR 42 Ascot Street - Proposed Ground Floor

RRR 42 Ascot Street - Proposed First Floor

RRR 42 Ascot Street - Proposed Rooftop
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RRR 42 Ascot Street - Demolition 
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RRR 42 Ascot Street - Proposed
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5.3 Community Design Consultation
In addition to understanding what residents valued about living on the Estate, the project 
team also asked for feedback, insights and suggestions about the design, layout and 
functionality of their existing flats. 

Across three sessions, 20 residents provided written feedback on their flats. 

Overall, 100% (20/20) of participating residents expressed a strong desire to remain 
living in their flat, and did not want to be relocated. 

Residents identified a number of key features that work well within the current design of 
their flat;
  • Four respondents identified the large windows and ease off naturally    
  ventilating their flats as working well.
  • Three residents preferred their own laundry while two said they like the    
  communal facilities.
  • Five residents noted that they like the sizes of the rooms.

This feedback was later incorporated into the proposed refurbishment design through a 
number of design solutions:
  • All glazed windows and doors will be replaced with double glazed units to   
  achieve passive heating and cooling efficiencies. New security hardware    
  will be installed on all operable units.
  • An option of including a washer and dryer within the occupants bathroom   
  has been included. This would be in substitution of a full length bath and    
  the use of the communal laundry.

Items Ascot Vale Estate residents reported needing to be improved.
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  • All joinery within the kitchen and wet areas will be removed and replaced,
  • A lift will be retrofitted within the existing stairwell,
  • All non-original carpet will be removed, and the existing polished     
  hardwood floorboards will be returned to original condition.

5.4 Structural Assessment
A structural assessment was undertaken on 42 Ascot Street on the 23 February 2022 
by RD Structural Engineering Solutions.¹⁰⁷ The visual inspection included the building’s 
facade, rooftop, both stairwells, parts of the ground floor and fire damaged flat.

The findings from this assessment are that 'There is sufficient evidence to suggest 
that the external walls and the footing is in good condition.'¹⁰⁸ The structural engineers 
also reported, 'We consider the structure to be in overall decent condition. Repair is 
necessary to the fire damages, but the damages seem to be confined to the top level. It 
did not seem that fire damage was able to spread to the lower levels.'

From this assessment the design team have assumed there are no requirements for 
structural upgrades and that the existing building is in good condition for the necessary 
refurbishment works.

107. Structural Assessment 42 Ascot St
108. Ibid, p.19.

The iconic hills-hoist clothes line is a feature throughout the estate. Photo Ben Hosking
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5.5 Architectural Design
Incorporating the feedback from the existing Estate residents as well as meeting the 
PHRP objectives the architectural intent has been to respect the existing building 
while incorporating a range of simple design solutions to bring it up to contemporary 
standards. Key to the design has been:

  • The incorporation of a new lift and stairwell 
  • The widening of doors to make two flats wheelchair accessible 
  • Retrofit a 3 bedroom flat 
  • Heating and cooling upgrades  
  • Redesign of the communal rooftop 
  • New roofs and insulation
  • Opportunity for private laundry. 

The existing facade is renewed through the inclusion of retractable sun shades to the 
northern facade. These shades, while fulfilling a functional requirement, also celebrate 
the history of public housing through the use of the colour green which was used by 
the Housing Commission and can be seen throughout the Estate. Internally, minimal 
intervention was required in regards to room layouts, access to daylight and cross 
ventilation as the original design achieved all these things. In the living areas the picture 
rails are retained and original polished timber floorboards revealed paying homage to the 
original design intent of Best Overend. The joinery units to all the kitchen and bathrooms 
have been updated to suit contemporary living needs.

5.6 Access
Access upgrades to both the flats and communal areas will be achieved with the 
installation of a lift and inclusion of two ground floor Specialist Disability Apartments 
(SDA).

Rendered view of the proposed RRR refurbishment to 42 Ascot Street. The inclusion of a lift is retrofitted into 
an existing stairwell. Image by OFFICE
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Two SDA dwellings (20% of block) will be located on the ground floor next to a lift, 
allowing easy access to the communal rooftop. Doorways will be widened, joinery 
designed to suit accessibility needs and wetroom meeting the building code.

The proposed lift will be located adjacent to the SDA flats by retrofitting one of the 
existing stairwells. The lift will service the western half of the block and the communal 
rooftop, in this configuration 80% of the flats will be accessible via lift.

5.7 Environmental and Sustainability Upgrades 

A sustainable design assessment report was prepared for 42 Ascot Street by Makao 
Sustainability and ESD engineering. This report demonstrates how the refurbishment 
incorporates sustainability initiatives and meets the objectives set out by both the PHRP 
and the City of Moonee Valley’s Planning Scheme Policies.

In summary the sustainability initiatives that have been integrated into the development 
achieve:
  • A 7.3 Star NatHERS energy rating
  • A minimum 38% reduction in demand for resources (energy and water)    
  by future building occupants.
  • A 71% excellence score on the Built Environment Sustainability Scorecard   
  (BESS)
  • Achieves a minimum 5 Star Green Star
  • Transition from gas to electricity through renewable solar photovoltaic systems
  • On-site water harvesting and reuse
  • Contribute to the protection of waterways by improving stormwater quality
  • Promote indoor environment quality and comfort
  • Provide convenient ways to manage operational waste streams.

The proposed design achieves a 71% excellence rating against the Built Environment 
Sustainability Scorecard, a tool to benchmark and show how design principles have 
been integrated into the project. BESS is the only dedicated tool in Victoria for assessing 

Rendered view of the proposed RRR refurbishment to 42 Ascot Street. The interior layouts are maintained 
as the existing floorboards are reinstated. Image by OFFICE
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sustainable design at the planning permit stage and has been adopted by the Moonee 
Valley City Council. The refurbishment proposal is also able to achieve a minimum 5 star 
Green Star rating under the as-built scorecard. This is equivalent to what has been set 
out by the PHRP.

Passive energy strategies have been incorporated through the use of retractable sun 
shades on the north facing facade, the upgrade of double glazed operable windows 
throughout and the retention of the existing flat layouts that achieve cross ventilation. 
Heating of the flats will be achieved through the incorporation of an electric heater while 
passive cooling will use ceiling fans, and operable windows for cross ventilation.  A 
thermal performance assessment was conducted on the heating and cooling loads of the 
proposed design. This proposed design scored a 7.4 star rating meeting the objectives 
of the PHRP. It was also noted that a total energy saving of 38% could be achieved with 
the new refurbishment across all ten apartments. 

Rainwater harvesting will be captured from the roof into 6000L water tanks. This water 
will be reused in the toilets, laundries and irrigation. Additionally this captured water is 
able to be used for non-potable uses such as washing cars, bikes or bins. This system 
will help conserve water use through water efficient fixtures and fittings.

5.8 Landscape Architecture
The landscape architectural response is across two key areas:
  • The communal rooftop, to be predominantly used by residents and their    
  guests, and
  • The publicly accessible ground plane directly adjacent to the building 

The landscape architectural response is in-line with the Better Apartment Guidelines. 
While the response addresses all sections, the key guidelines informing the landscape 
approach are:
  • Provide communal open space that is usable throughout the year and in   
  a range of weather conditions

Rendered view of the proposed RRR refurbishment to 42 Ascot Street. Shelter is added to the communal 
rooftop along with decking, planter beds and a bbq. Image by OFFICE
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  • Layout communal open space to create informal surveillance     
  opportunities within the development and from adjoining buildings
  • Retention of significant vegetation, with all established trees on site    
  being retained 
  • Select and locate evergreen and deciduous trees to optimise winter    
  sunlight and summer shading of surrounding dwellings to encourage    
  passive cooling opportunities.

The rooftop communal open space contains a shade structure, as well as a range of 
communal facilities including barbecue, planters, hills hoist, a large shared communal 
table, as well as smaller scale seating options. Both the shade structure and hills hoist 
are consistent with Best Overend’s original plans for the Estate. 

The publicly accessible ground plane softens the building into the landscape by planting 
low level native vegetation to the base of the building. The ground floor occupants’ 
balconies are extended out into the public realm to offer a larger outdoor footprint for 
these residents, with planting providing privacy whilst still allowing sightlines throughout 
for passive surveillance. A range of public seating opportunities are situated to the north 
of the building at distance as to not disrupt the ground floor tenants. 

The planting and material selection creates a low cost, low maintenance and high-quality 
landscape. Ensuring low ongoing maintenance is key to ensure that the landscape 
remains at a high-quality throughout the life of the building. Through the increase in 
native vegetation ongoing maintenance of the landscape will be reduced while providing 
higher quality amenity and greater biodiversity. The planting design allows for the vertical 
layering of native vegetation greatly increasing biodiversity. With this methodology 
expanded to the entire Estate, the Ascot Vale Estate ground plane will become a richly 
biodiverse high-quality space for both residents and the surrounding community. 
 
The landscape approach provides an increased amenity, retention of informal 
surveillance, and passive cooling through increased vegetation, while still being a 
minimal intervention that is respectful of the heritage building and the wider Estate. 

5.9 Embodied Energy
A study into the embodied energy comparison between refurbishment and demolition/
rebuild was conducted. By comparing the refurbishment works at 42 Ascot Street with 
the demolition and rebuilding of units to an equivalent density of the PHRP model a 
859% saving of total embodied energy could be achieved from refurbishment.

Embodied Energy Comparisons

Demolition and Rebuild 11,233GJ

Refurbishment 1,171GJ

Difference 10,062GJ (859%)

Table 10 – Embodied energy comparisons 
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5.10 Costings
A detailed cost plan was prepared for the proposed refurbishment of 42 Ascot Street 
by Melbourne Quantity Surveyors. The cost plan itemises the construction costs for all 
works to be carried out within the refurbishment of the block. For costing details see 
Appendix 6. 

To compare costings with that of Dunlop Avenue we have only identified the construction 
costs from the cost plan. As outlined in Table 7, the existing public housing could be 
refurbished and brought up to PHRP environmental and apartment standards, without 
displacing communities or demolishing heritage significant buildings – for the cost of 
$181,100 per dwelling. 

42 Ascot Street Construction Costs

Total Building Costs $1,655,000

Contingencies $166,000

Total Construction Costs exc fees $1,821,000

Cost per dwelling $182,100

Table 11 42 Ascot Street Refurbishment Costs 

As outlined in Section 2.1, the renovation of the existing public housing buildings 
identified as in need of upgrading as part of the PHRP was deemed unviable due to 
a projected cost of $200,000 per dwelling. This feasibility study has highlighted the 
need for each Estate to be separately assessed, and for the costs of renovation to be 
considered against the full costs of demolition, relocation and rebuild. 

6. Comparative PHRP and RRR Financial  Findings
Overall, this feasibility study demonstrates the economic, social, environmental and 
heritage benefits and viability of applying a Retain, Repair, Reinvest refurbishment 
approach to 42 Ascot Street. 

The below tables combine all of these values in financial terms, and compare the costs 
and benefits of the PHRP model and a Retain, Repair, Reinvest approach. 

For an accurate comparison the construction costs of 24-42 Dunlop Avenue and 
42 Ascot Street have been calculated per dwelling. Within these comparisons the 
construction costs for both exclude design fees, escalation, and GST.
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Table 12 42 Ascot Street Construction Costs per Dwelling

RRR 42 Ascot Street Construction Costs

42 Ascot Street Construction Costs (10) $1,821,000

Total Per Dwelling $182,100

PHRP 24-42 Dunlop Avenue Construction Costs

24-42 Dunlop Avenue Construction Costs $92,736,600

Relocation Costs $15,791,049

Total (200) $108,527,649

Total Per Dwelling $542,638

Table 13 24-42 Dunlop Avenue Construction Costs per Dwelling

PHRP 24-42 Dunlop Avenue Project Costs

Construction Costs $92,736,600

Relocation Costs $15,719,049

Displacement Health Costs $210,017

Displacement Education Costs $334,026

Loss of Public Land $8,729,048

24-42 Dunlop Avenue Heritage Value $1,233,250

Total (200) $119,033,990

Total Per Dwelling $595,170

Table 14 24-42 Dunlop Avenue Project Costs per Dwelling

As outlined in Table 11, the total construction cost per dwelling for the refurbishment 
proposal of 42 Ascot Street is $182,100. When compared to Table 12, the total 
construction cost per dwelling of Dunlop Avenue, which includes the relocation costs of 
the existing tenants, it totals $542,638 per dwelling. Via a strategy of refurbishment we 
are able to achieve a saving of $360,538 per dwelling.

When we compare the refurbishment costs to Table 13 — the combined project costs 
which includes the social, heritage and land value loss there is a saving of $413,070 per 
dwelling.
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7. Future of the Ascot Vale Estate 
The renewal of the entire Ascot Vale Estate is planned over the next 15-20 years, to 
deliver ‘modern housing, well-designed community spaces and improved facilities.’¹⁰⁹ A 
masterplan for the site is currently under development, through a consultation process to 
create a shared community vision. In 2019 the Ascot Vale Consultative Committee was 
established, however progress on developing the Shared Community Vision has been 
impacted by COVID.

The findings of this feasibility report into the refurbishment potential of 42 Ascot Street 
show there is demonstrable capacity to replicate a similar refurbishment across the 
entire Ascot Vale site. 

Based on preliminary budgeting, we anticipate that we could replicate the design 
strategy for 42 Ascot Street across all of the 57 walk-up buildings on site. This would 
ensure that no residents need to be relocated during the process due to a staging 
strategy that utilises the current 20% of vacant dwellings within the Estate¹¹⁰— while also 
allowing for cost-savings to be employed through the bundling of upgrades across the 
site. 

7.1 Staging of Refurbishments
Through the staging of works and sequenced decanting of occupied buildings it is 
proposed that 42 Ascot Street (once refurbished) could house residents whose blocks 
are then refurbished. Refurbishment works of this scale could be completed within 6 
months as the Estate is incrementally refurbished. 

109. Ascot Vale Shared Vision.
110. This estimate is based on available demographic information supplied by the Wingate Avenue Community Centre 
and personal communication with Estate residents.

The staggered floor plan allows for privacy to each dwelling, This design is replicated throughout Ascot Vale 
Estate. Photo Ben Hosking 
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It is estimated that 20% of the Estate is currently vacant due to similar issues of lack of 
maintenance and repair.¹¹¹ Through the correct management; 9 blocks of flats could be 
refurbished simultaneously, speeding up the time to refurbish the Estate’s entire housing 
stock to 4 years.

This approach enables all residents to remain on the Estate during the refurbishment, 
and avoids  disruptions to schooling, work, community groups and family. The associated 
costs of housing the relocated tenants are also minimised as private rental and external 
administration fees are no longer required as well as the associated social impact costs 
that come with relocation as identified in Section 4.3. 

111. Ibid
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8. Future Directions 
Retain, Repair, Reinvest is a strategy for evaluating the refurbishment potential of 
existing public housing stock both locally and nationally. It is the intention of the design 
team that this strategy be undertaken on other housing estates to accurately determine 
the viability of refurbishment rather than demolition and rebuild. 

As the 2017 VAGO maintenance report highlighted, public housing estates in Victoria 
require extensive refurbishment and upgrades to improve conditions for residents. 
While the government is currently following the PHRP model of demolition, this Retain, 
Repair, Reinvest strategy offers an alternative approach.  By conducting publicly 
available feasibility studies into these sites significant social impact, heritage loss and 
environmental damage can be avoided.

We suggest that future renewal feasibility studies include not just a cost-benefit analysis 
through a real-estate model, but also captures:
  • The full costs of relocation 
  • Social impact on residents 
  • Environmental impact of demolition
  • Other site specific elements (e.g. significant heritage loss in the case of    
  Best Overend’s Ascot Vale Estate modernist design) 

Future research could establish a robust social impact assessment framework to capture 
the full extent of the cost of relocation on residents and the surrounding community. As 
well as an environmental impact assessment to determine the ecological footprint of the 
proposed development.

This model also provides opportunities for the savings made through a Retain, Repair, 
Reinvest approach to be re-invested in the building of new social and affordable housing 
at other government owned sites. 

By making these findings public we hope that this study can be used to advocate for the 
retention of the existing public housing and the communities that inhabit them.
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Appendices 

1. Total Construction Costs Of Demolition and 
Rebuild of 24-42 Dunlop Avenue 
The total construction costs for the 24-42 Dunlop Avenue Development has been 
calculated using area calculations from the MVCC town planning submission 
drawings.¹¹² as well as conservative m2 construction estimates. The breakdown of costs 
can be found below in Table 15.

Table 15  Total building costs of demolition and rebuild of 24-42 Dunlop Avenue 817 75 $61,275

Dunlop Ave Project Financial Cost
Qty Rate Total Notes

Dunlop Ave Construction Costs

Demolition Existing Buildings 6 100,000 $600,000
Estimated 100k for 42 Ascot.
5 similar sized buildings at Dunlop Ave + 3 smaller 4 bedroom Walkups

Building Costs 23,916 $3,500 $83,706,000 $3500 m2 construction rate Building Works
Total Building Costs $84,306,000 External Works and Services

Contingencies and Allowances
Design Contingency 5% $4,215,300 Fees, FFE, ITC and Other Client Items
Construction Constingency 5% $4,215,300 Escalation
Total Contingency $8,430,600 GST

Total Construction Costs $92,736,600 Total End Cost

Dunlop Avenue Relocation Costs Relocation for construction period nov 2019 - early 2023 (caculated march) 1200 days
Relocation fee per dwelling @ $150/day
* The proposed construction period will last for 1200 days, with 
80 existing tenants requiring relocation.

1200 days x 80 
dwellings = 96,000 $150 $14,400,000 Supreme Court Affidavit pg 24 states the $150/day relocation costs

Relocation Managerial Costs  $1,391,049

Supreme Court Affidavit 
pg 25 states the 
Relocation Managerial 
Fee as 1.5% of the 
construction costs.

Total Relocation Costs $15,791,049
Dunlop Avenue Total Project Cost

Total Construction Costs $92,736,600
Total Relocation Costs $15,791,049

Total Project Costs exc fees $108,527,649
Cost per dwelling (200 dwellings) $542,638

Dunlop Ave Project Economic Cost *Relocation period 3.3 years
Qty Rate Impact Years Total Notes

Dunlop Ave Displacment Health Costs
Health Cost-Saving Loss for 160 People on very low income 160 640 0.5 3.3 $168,960
Inflation 24.3% from 2010 $41,057 Inflation Calculator | RBA

Total $210,017

Qty Rate Impact Years Total Notes
Dunlop Ave Displacment  Education Costs

Education Cost-Saving Loss for 54 children. This is calculated 
on demographic studies of 1.6 children per family 54 3016 0.5 3.3 $268,726

42% of dwellings are family homes - 1.6 is average number of children
34 family homes in dunlop ave = 54.4 children

Inflation 24.3% from 2010 $65,300 Inflation Calculator | RBA
Total $334,026

Dunlop Ave Loss of Public Land
56% of the development is Private Housing.
The site is 15,444m2
The site coverage of the development and POS is 6,739m2 + 
4,234m2.
6,144m2 is now Privately owned 6144.88 1420.54 $8,729,048 area figures have been taken from the town planing submission to the MVCC

Total $8,729,048
Ascot Vale Estate Heritage Value

Heritage value - $49.33/person within 3km 25,000 $49.33 $1,233,250
Total $1,233,250

  
Dunlop Ave Total Project Costs (Financial & Economic)*Relocation period 3.3 years
Dunlop Ave Construction Costs $92,736,600
Dunlop Avenue Relocation Costs $15,791,049
Dunlop Ave Displacment Health Costs $210,017
Dunlop Ave Displacment  Eductaion Costs $334,026
Dunlop Ave Loss of Public Land $8,729,048
Ascot Vale Estate Heritage Value $1,233,250

Total $119,033,990
Total per dwelling (200) $595,170

10973

Maintanence m2
Dunlop ave 23,916 $75.00 $1,793,700

per dwelling $8,969 /annum

112. MVCC Ordinary Meeting of Council Attachments -Ordinary Meeting of Council, Tuesday, 10 December 2019, 6:30pm.
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2. Resident Relocation Costs  
The relocation costs for the previous tenants at 24-42 Dunlop Avenue Development has 
been calculated using daily rates per dwelling of $150 as provided in the Supreme Court 
hearing NO. SCI 2020 02563 by Jamin Ben Crawley government representative as well 
as managerial fees of 1.5% of the construction cost also provided in the Supreme Court 
Hearing.¹¹³

The length of time that the existing tenants will be relocated has been calculated at 
1200 days. This is based from the last tenant being relocated on November 2019¹¹⁴ and 
construction to be completed early 2023.¹¹⁵

The breakdown of costs can be found below in Table 16.

Table 16  Resident relocation costs 

817 75 $61,275

Dunlop Ave Project Financial Cost
Qty Rate Total Notes

Dunlop Ave Construction Costs

Demolition Existing Buildings 6 100,000 $600,000
Estimated 100k for 42 Ascot.
5 similar sized buildings at Dunlop Ave + 3 smaller 4 bedroom Walkups

Building Costs 23,916 $3,500 $83,706,000 $3500 m2 construction rate Building Works
Total Building Costs $84,306,000 External Works and Services

Contingencies and Allowances
Design Contingency 5% $4,215,300 Fees, FFE, ITC and Other Client Items
Construction Constingency 5% $4,215,300 Escalation
Total Contingency $8,430,600 GST

Total Construction Costs $92,736,600 Total End Cost

Dunlop Avenue Relocation Costs Relocation for construction period nov 2019 - early 2023 (caculated march) 1200 days
Relocation fee per dwelling @ $150/day
* The proposed construction period will last for 1200 days, with 
80 existing tenants requiring relocation.

1200 days x 80 
dwellings = 96,000 $150 $14,400,000 Supreme Court Affidavit pg 24 states the $150/day relocation costs

Relocation Managerial Costs  $1,391,049

Supreme Court Affidavit 
pg 25 states the 
Relocation Managerial 
Fee as 1.5% of the 
construction costs.

Total Relocation Costs $15,791,049
Dunlop Avenue Total Project Cost

Total Construction Costs $92,736,600
Total Relocation Costs $15,791,049

Total Project Costs exc fees $108,527,649
Cost per dwelling (200 dwellings) $542,638

Dunlop Ave Project Economic Cost *Relocation period 3.3 years
Qty Rate Impact Years Total Notes

Dunlop Ave Displacment Health Costs
Health Cost-Saving Loss for 160 People on very low income 160 640 0.5 3.3 $168,960
Inflation 24.3% from 2010 $41,057 Inflation Calculator | RBA

Total $210,017

Qty Rate Impact Years Total Notes
Dunlop Ave Displacment  Education Costs

Education Cost-Saving Loss for 54 children. This is calculated 
on demographic studies of 1.6 children per family 54 3016 0.5 3.3 $268,726

42% of dwellings are family homes - 1.6 is average number of children
34 family homes in dunlop ave = 54.4 children

Inflation 24.3% from 2010 $65,300 Inflation Calculator | RBA
Total $334,026

Dunlop Ave Loss of Public Land
56% of the development is Private Housing.
The site is 15,444m2
The site coverage of the development and POS is 6,739m2 + 
4,234m2.
6,144m2 is now Privately owned 6144.88 1420.54 $8,729,048 area figures have been taken from the town planing submission to the MVCC

Total $8,729,048
Ascot Vale Estate Heritage Value

Heritage value - $49.33/person within 3km 25,000 $49.33 $1,233,250
Total $1,233,250

  
Dunlop Ave Total Project Costs (Financial & Economic)*Relocation period 3.3 years
Dunlop Ave Construction Costs $92,736,600
Dunlop Avenue Relocation Costs $15,791,049
Dunlop Ave Displacment Health Costs $210,017
Dunlop Ave Displacment  Eductaion Costs $334,026
Dunlop Ave Loss of Public Land $8,729,048
Ascot Vale Estate Heritage Value $1,233,250

Total $119,033,990
Total per dwelling (200) $595,170

10973

Maintanence m2
Dunlop ave 23,916 $75.00 $1,793,700

per dwelling $8,969 /annum
113. Supreme Court of Victoria, ‘Affidavit of Jamin Ben Crawly’ in Case NO. SCI 2020 02563 between Timothy Hames 
Sowden and the Director of Housing.
114. Public housing in Ascot Vale to go, as demolition hots up across city.
115. Premier of Victoria, Big Housing Build Begins - Delivering New Jobs and Homes. (2021). https://www.premier.vic.gov.
au/big-housing-build-begins-delivering-new-jobs-and-homes
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3. Education and health impact costs 
The Education and Health impact costs of relocation have been calculated with the 
assistance of SGS Economics and Planning, based on their previous economic 
modelling of the identified benefits of increasing the supply of beds. This work was 
published in The Case for Investing in Last Resort Housing for the University of 
Melbourne’s Sustainable Society Institute.¹¹⁶ SGS Economics and Planning quantified 
the economic, social and cultural benefits of addressing the failing supply of last resort 
housing, with significant positive impacts on both government administration and the 
community. 

While this study aimed to qualitatively assess the value of a businesses case for 
reducing homelessness via a cost benefit analysis, a workshop with SGS Economics 
and Planning suggested this report take a 50% approach, through considering how 
temporary relocation would impact residents’ health and education outcomes. 

Health cost savings were calculated by SGS Economics and Planning based on The 
Cost of Youth Homelessness in Australia by MacKenzie et al. ¹¹⁷

The education figures presented by SGS reflect findings from The drivers of high health 
and justice costs among a cohort young homeless people in Australia ¹¹⁸ and The Social 
Value of Community Housing in Australia. ¹¹⁹ 

The breakdown of costs can be seen in Table 17, as provided by SGS Economics and 
Planning. Table 18 shows how this model has been applied to the specific conditions 
of Dunlop Avenue, including inflation and education impacts based on demographic 
knowledge of families having 1.6 children across the Estate. 

Table 17  SGS Analysis of household types and benefit categories 

Table 18  SGS Analysis applied to 24-42 Dunlop Avenue residents 

817 75 $61,275

Dunlop Ave Project Financial Cost
Qty Rate Total Notes

Dunlop Ave Construction Costs

Demolition Existing Buildings 6 100,000 $600,000
Estimated 100k for 42 Ascot.
5 similar sized buildings at Dunlop Ave + 3 smaller 4 bedroom Walkups

Building Costs 23,916 $3,500 $83,706,000 $3500 m2 construction rate Building Works
Total Building Costs $84,306,000 External Works and Services

Contingencies and Allowances
Design Contingency 5% $4,215,300 Fees, FFE, ITC and Other Client Items
Construction Constingency 5% $4,215,300 Escalation
Total Contingency $8,430,600 GST

Total Construction Costs $92,736,600 Total End Cost

Dunlop Avenue Relocation Costs Relocation for construction period nov 2019 - early 2023 (caculated march) 1200 days
Relocation fee per dwelling @ $150/day
* The proposed construction period will last for 1200 days, with 
80 existing tenants requiring relocation.

1200 days x 80 
dwellings = 96,000 $150 $14,400,000 Supreme Court Affidavit pg 24 states the $150/day relocation costs

Relocation Managerial Costs  $1,391,049

Supreme Court Affidavit 
pg 25 states the 
Relocation Managerial 
Fee as 1.5% of the 
construction costs.

Total Relocation Costs $15,791,049
Dunlop Avenue Total Project Cost
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Total Project Costs exc fees $108,527,649
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Inflation 24.3% from 2010 $65,300 Inflation Calculator | RBA
Total $334,026

Dunlop Ave Loss of Public Land
56% of the development is Private Housing.
The site is 15,444m2
The site coverage of the development and POS is 6,739m2 + 
4,234m2.
6,144m2 is now Privately owned 6144.88 1420.54 $8,729,048 area figures have been taken from the town planing submission to the MVCC
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Heritage value - $49.33/person within 3km 25,000 $49.33 $1,233,250
Total $1,233,250

  
Dunlop Ave Total Project Costs (Financial & Economic)*Relocation period 3.3 years
Dunlop Ave Construction Costs $92,736,600
Dunlop Avenue Relocation Costs $15,791,049
Dunlop Ave Displacment Health Costs $210,017
Dunlop Ave Displacment  Eductaion Costs $334,026
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10973

Maintanence m2
Dunlop ave 23,916 $75.00 $1,793,700

per dwelling $8,969 /annum

116. Witte, E. ‘The case for investing in last resort housing’, MSSI Issues Paper No. 10, (Melbourne, Melbourne Sustain-
able Society Institute, The University of Melbourne, 2017).
117. MacKenzie, D, et al., The Cost of Youth Homelessness in Australia: Research Briefing (Swinburne University Institute 
for Social Research, the University of Western Australia and Charles Sturt University, 2016). www.swinburne.edu.au/
news/ latest-news/2016/04/the-cost-of-youth-homelessness-in-australia-.php.
118. Flatau, P., et al., (2020). ‘The drivers of high health and justice costs among a cohort young homeless people in 
Australia’. Housing Studies, (35)4, 648-678.
119. Ravi, A., & Reinhardt, C. (2011). The Social Value of Community Housing in Australia. Melbourne: Net Balance.
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4. Heritage Value 
Heritage Value has been calculated based on the SGS Economics and Planning choice 
modelling methodology. This model was originally commissioned by Heritage Victoria, in 
collaboration with the Heritage Council of Victoria. 

The Value of Heritage Summary Report, prepared for DEWLP outlines how value is 
determined, and how choice modelling was used to determine the measurement of 
preferences for non-market goods.¹²⁰

A choice modelling survey was used to create a Heritage Valuation Stimulator, which 
SGS Economics and Planning assisted OFFICE to use in order to determine the value of 
The Ascot Vale Estate. 

The heritage value was calculated at $49.33 per person by SGS based on choice 
modelling.
This value was then multiplied by the local population within a 3km radius to determine 
an overall heritage value (Table 19). 
  
Table 19  Heritage Value of Ascot Vale Estate (value x residents within 3km) 

120. The Value of Heritage: Summary Report.

817 75 $61,275
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Qty Rate Total Notes
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Construction Constingency 5% $4,215,300 Escalation
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Total Construction Costs $92,736,600 Total End Cost
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Relocation fee per dwelling @ $150/day
* The proposed construction period will last for 1200 days, with 
80 existing tenants requiring relocation.

1200 days x 80 
dwellings = 96,000 $150 $14,400,000 Supreme Court Affidavit pg 24 states the $150/day relocation costs

Relocation Managerial Costs  $1,391,049

Supreme Court Affidavit 
pg 25 states the 
Relocation Managerial 
Fee as 1.5% of the 
construction costs.

Total Relocation Costs $15,791,049
Dunlop Avenue Total Project Cost
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56% of the development is Private Housing.
The site is 15,444m2
The site coverage of the development and POS is 6,739m2 + 
4,234m2.
6,144m2 is now Privately owned 6144.88 1420.54 $8,729,048 area figures have been taken from the town planing submission to the MVCC

Total $8,729,048
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Dunlop Ave Total Project Costs (Financial & Economic)*Relocation period 3.3 years
Dunlop Ave Construction Costs $92,736,600
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per dwelling $8,969 /annum
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5. Better Apartment Design Standards
 
The 2021 Apartment Design Guidelines for Victoria have been assessed by the design 
team with the proposal meeting all applicable areas as show in the attachments.
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6. Resident Feedback 
The research team held two consultations and one presentation of initial design 
strategies with residents to discuss the research proposal, and gain insights regarding 
resident sentiments about living on the Estate. Residents responded to questions 
regarding:

If residents wished to remain at the site 
What worked well about the Estate? What do residents value about living on the estate, 
and what could be improved?

Across the three sessions, 20 residents provided written feedback of their experiences 
living at the Estate. This feedback also included resident reflections on the design, layout 
and functionality of their flats, which has been incorporated into the design response, as 
outlined in Section 5.3. 

Value of the Estate

Overall, 100% (20/20) of participating residents expressed a strong desire to remain 
living at the Estate, and did not want to be relocated.

The primary feature that residents valued about living on the Estate was the location 
and connection to their existing communities, social groups, medical support and 
employment. 11/20 respondents highlighted the Ascot Vale location as being close 
proximity to schools, doctors, shops — as well as easy to get into the city. 

Other key features residents valued about the Estate included: 
  • Six residents valued the open green space within the Estate, and the    
 grass and trees in the shared spaces 
  • Six participants highlighted the sense of community and connection as    
 making the Estate feel like home 
  • Four residents identified that the Estate is quiet and friendly

Other feedback from ‘what works well’ about living in the Ascot Vale Estate included 
  • Access to the community centre and mens shed (particularly the food    
 classes) (3/15) 
  • Feeling safe (2/15) 
  • The overall Estate design and layout (2/15)
  • Cleanliness (1/15)
  • Diversity (1/15) 

These insights are consistent with feedback provided by residents and neighbours 
during a community consultation process over the Shared Vision for Ascot Vale Estate.¹²¹ 
From 279 respondents, key themes of what respondents liked or valued about the 
Estate were:

121. Capire Consultants, Ascot Vale Estate - Shared Vision:Engagement Findings, (Victoria, Capire, 2018).
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  • Community (37%)
  • Estate location (29%)
  • Open space and greenery (14%)
  • Quiet environment (8%)
  • Diversity (6%)
  • Apartment (4%)
  • Building history (3%)

The report found that 
  Participants frequently noted the proximity of the Estate to public transport   
  and services as something they liked and valued about the Estate. This    
  was particularly important for residents, especially as several mentioned    
  that they do not have a car and rely on public transport. Key locations they   
  value being near were the city, train and tram stations, health services, shops   
  and friends. ¹²²
 
The majority of residents reported using public transport (110) or walking (107), and this 
‘relates to the high value participants put on the Estate’s location near the city, shops 
and public transport.’ 
The impact of reduced access to these facilities and services through relocation is 
discussed in Section 4.3.  

122. Ascot Vale Estate - Shared Vision:Engagement Findings, p.19. 
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What could be improved 

Residents that participated in the Retain, Repair, Renew community engagement 
sessions overwhelmingly highlighted delays or failures of maintenance as the worst thing 
about living on the estate. For 13/20 residents, a lack of maintenance and upkeep to the 
buildings was detrimental to their experience of living on the estate. Comments included 

There are always maintenance issues, and it is very difficult to get tradies in to fix things 
like plumbing or painting. 

The tiles are falling off my wall, maintenance is very poor. 

Maintenance services don’t come, we had six months without a light in our kitchen. 

Many of the residents comments were about minor maintenance issues and this reflects 
broader reports of inadequate maintenance in Victorian Public Housing, as outlined in 
Section 2.2. 

Other feedback about ‘what doesn’t work well’ included 
Shared spaces not being well looked after (3)
Rubbish on the site (1)
Lack of soundproofing between the apartments (1) 
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7.  Livable Housing Guidelines

The Livable Housing Guidelines have been assessed by the design team with the 
dwellings with lift access meeting all applicable areas.SLLHA_GuidelinesJuly2017FINAL4.pdf (livablehousingaustralia.org.au)

Liveable Housing Design Guidelines - Fourth Edition

Achieved
1 Dwelling Access

Silver Level
a. Provide a safe, continuous step-free pathway from the 
front boundary of the property to an entry door to the 
dwelling. This provision does not apply where the average 
slope of the ground where the path would feature is steeper 
than 1:14.

✓

b. The path of travel referred to in (a) should have a 
minimum clear width of 1000mm and have: i. no steps; ii. an 
even, firm, slip resistant surface; iii. a crossfall of not more 
than 1:40; iv. a maximum pathway slope of 1:14 Where 
ramps are required they should have landings provided at 
no greater than 9m for a 1:14 ramp and no greater than 15m 
for ramps steeper than 1:20. Landings should be no less 
than 1200mm in length.

✓

c. The path of travel referred to in (a) may be provided via 
an associated car parking space for the dwelling. Where a 
car parking space is relied upon as the safe and continuous 
pathway to the dwelling entrance, the space should 
incorporate: i. minimum dimensions of at least 3200mm 
(width) x 5400mm (length); ii. an even, firm and slip resistant 
surface; and iii. a level surface (1:40 maximum gradient, 1:
33 maximum gradient for bitumen).

✓

d. A step ramp may be incorporated at an entrance doorway 
where there is a change in height of 190mm or less. The 
step ramp should provide: i. a maximum gradient of 1:10 ii. a 
minimum clear width of 1000mm (please note: width should 
reflect the pathway width) iii. a maximum length of 1900mm

NA

e. Where a ramp is part of the pathway, level landings no 
less than 1200mm in length, exclusive of the swing of the 
door or gate than opens onto them, must be provided at the 
head and foot of the ramp.

NA

Gold Level
As for silver level except: i. replace in (b) the minimum clear 
pathway width of 1000mm with 1100mm, and ✓

ii. insert in (c) the following additional features: a. a vertical 
clearance over the parking space of at least 2500mm; and 
b. a covered parking space to ensure protection from the 
weather.

✓

2 Dwelling Entrance
Silver Level
a. The dwelling should provide an entrance door with - i. a 
minimum clear opening width of 820mm (see Figure 2(a)); ii. 
a level (step-free) transition and threshold (maximum vertical 
tolerance of 5mm between abutting surfaces is allowable 
provided the lip is rounded or beveled); and iii. reasonable 
shelter from the weather

✓

b. A level landing area of at least 1200mm x 1200mm 
should be provided at the level (step free) entrance door. A 
level landing area at the entrance door should be provided 
on the arrival side of the door (i.e. the external side of the 
door) to allow a person to safely stand and then open the 
door

✓

c. Where the threshold at the entrance exceeds 5mm and is 
less than 56mm, a ramped threshold may be provided (see 
Figure 1(b))

NA

d. The level (step-free) entrance should be connected to the 
safe and continuous pathway as specified in Element 1. NA

Gold Level
As for silver level except replace: • (b) with a level landing 
area of at least 1350mm x 1350mm, and • (a) (i) with 
minimum clear door opening width of 850mm (see Figure 2
(b))

✓

3 Internal Doors and Corridors
Silver Level
a. Doorways to rooms on the entry level used for living, 
dining, bedroom, bathroom, kitchen, laundry and sanitary 
compartment purposes should provide: i. a minimum clear 
opening width of 820mm (see Figure 2(a)); and ii. a level 
transition and threshold (maximum vertical tolerance of 5mm 
between abutting surfaces is allowable provided the lip is 
rounded or beveled).

✓

b. Internal corridors/passageways to the doorways referred 
to in (a) should provide a minimum clear width of 1000mm. ✓

Gold Level
As for the silver level except replace: • (a)/(i) with a minimum 
clear opening width of 850mm (see Figure 2(b)), and ✓

(b) with a minimum corridor/passageway width of 1200mm. ✓

4 Toilet
Silver Level
a. Dwellings should have a toilet on the ground (or entry) 
level that provides: i. a minimum clear width of 900mm 
between the walls of the bathroom if located in a separate 
room; and ii. a minimum 1200mm clear circulation space 
forward of the toilet pan exclusive of the swing of the door in 
accordance with Figure 3(a). iii. The toilet pan should be 
located in the corner of the room (if the toilet is located in a 
combined toilet / bathroom) to enable installation of grabrails 
at a future date.Reinforcement guidelines for walls in 
bathrooms and toilets are found in element 6

✓

change door swings outwards
Gold Level
As for silver level except replace (a)/(i) with a minimum clear 
width of 1200mm between the walls of the bathroom if 
located in a separate room, or between amenities if located 
in a combined bathroom.

✓

5 Shower
Silver Level
a. One bathroom should feature a slip resistant, hobless 
shower recess. Shower screens are permitted provided they 
can be easily removed at a later date.

✓

b. The shower recess should be located in the corner of the 
room to enable the installation of grabrails at a future date. ✓

Gold Level
As for silver level except: c. The hobless shower recess 
described in (a) should: i. be located in a bathroom on the 
ground (or entry) level; ii. provide minimum dimensions of 
900mm (width) x 900mm (length); and iii. provide a clear 
space of at least 1200mm (width) x 1200mm (length) 
forward of the shower recess entry as detailed in Figure 5(a)

✓

change door swings outwards

6 Reinforcement of bathroom & toilet walls
Silver Level
a. Except for walls constructed of solid masonry or concrete, 
the walls around the shower, bath (if provided) and toilet 
should be reinforced to provide a fixing surface for the safe 
installation of grabrails.

NA

b. The walls around the toilet are to be reinforced by 
installing: i. noggings with a thickness of at least 25mm in 
accordance with Figure 6(a); or ii. sheeting with a thickness 
of at least 12mm in accordance with Figure 6(b)

NA

c. The walls around the bath are to be reinforced by 
installing: i. noggings with a thickness of at least 25mm in 
accordance with Figure 7(a); or ii. sheeting with a thickness 
of at least 12mm in accordance with Figure 7(b)

NA

d. The walls around the hobless shower recess are to be 
reinforced by installing: i. noggings with a thickness of at 
least 25mm in accordance with Figure 8(a); or ii. sheeting 
with a thickness of at least 12mm in accordance with Figure 
8(b)

NA

Gold Level
Silver level requirements apply NA

7 Internal stairways
Silver Level

a. Doorways to rooms on the entry level used for living, 
dining, bedroom, bathroom, kitchen, laundry and sanitary 
compartment purposes should provide: i. a minimum clear 
opening width of 820mm (see Figure 2(a)); and ii. a level 
transition and threshold (maximum vertical tolerance of 5mm 
between abutting surfaces is allowable provided the lip is 
rounded or beveled).

✓

b. Internal corridors/passageways to the doorways referred 
to in (a) should provide a minimum clear width of 1000mm. ✓

Gold Level
As for the silver level except replace: • (a)/(i) with a minimum 
clear opening width of 850mm (see Figure 2(b)), and ✓

(b) with a minimum corridor/passageway width of 1200mm. ✓

4 Toilet
Silver Level
a. Dwellings should have a toilet on the ground (or entry) 
level that provides: i. a minimum clear width of 900mm 
between the walls of the bathroom if located in a separate 
room; and ii. a minimum 1200mm clear circulation space 
forward of the toilet pan exclusive of the swing of the door in 
accordance with Figure 3(a). iii. The toilet pan should be 
located in the corner of the room (if the toilet is located in a 
combined toilet / bathroom) to enable installation of grabrails 
at a future date.Reinforcement guidelines for walls in 
bathrooms and toilets are found in element 6

✓

change door swings outwards
Gold Level
As for silver level except replace (a)/(i) with a minimum clear 
width of 1200mm between the walls of the bathroom if 
located in a separate room, or between amenities if located 
in a combined bathroom.

✓

5 Shower
Silver Level
a. One bathroom should feature a slip resistant, hobless 
shower recess. Shower screens are permitted provided they 
can be easily removed at a later date.

✓

b. The shower recess should be located in the corner of the 
room to enable the installation of grabrails at a future date. ✓

Gold Level
As for silver level except: c. The hobless shower recess 
described in (a) should: i. be located in a bathroom on the 
ground (or entry) level; ii. provide minimum dimensions of 
900mm (width) x 900mm (length); and iii. provide a clear 
space of at least 1200mm (width) x 1200mm (length) 
forward of the shower recess entry as detailed in Figure 5(a)

✓

change door swings outwards

6 Reinforcement of bathroom & toilet walls
Silver Level
a. Except for walls constructed of solid masonry or concrete, 
the walls around the shower, bath (if provided) and toilet 
should be reinforced to provide a fixing surface for the safe 
installation of grabrails.

NA

b. The walls around the toilet are to be reinforced by 
installing: i. noggings with a thickness of at least 25mm in 
accordance with Figure 6(a); or ii. sheeting with a thickness 
of at least 12mm in accordance with Figure 6(b)

NA

c. The walls around the bath are to be reinforced by 
installing: i. noggings with a thickness of at least 25mm in 
accordance with Figure 7(a); or ii. sheeting with a thickness 
of at least 12mm in accordance with Figure 7(b)

NA

d. The walls around the hobless shower recess are to be 
reinforced by installing: i. noggings with a thickness of at 
least 25mm in accordance with Figure 8(a); or ii. sheeting 
with a thickness of at least 12mm in accordance with Figure 
8(b)

NA

Gold Level
Silver level requirements apply NA

7 Internal stairways
Silver Level

a. Stairways in dwellings must feature: i. a continuous 
handrail on one side of the stairway where there is a rise of 
more than 1m.

✓

Gold Level
As for the silver level with the following additional features: 
ii. a minimum clear width of 1000mm; iii. be straight in 
design; and iv. be positioned adjoining a load bearing wall.

✓

8 Kitchen Space
Silver Level
No requirements. ✓

Gold Level
a. The kitchen space should be designed to support ease of 
movement and adaptation with: i. at least 1200mm 
clearance in front of fixed benches and appliances 
(excluding handles); and ii. slip resistant flooring.6

✓

b. Floor finishes should extend under kitchen cabinetry to 
enable cupboards to be removed without affecting the 
flooring. Where fixtures cannot be easily removed (eg. 
ovens which are built in) the floor finishes should not be 
continued. If relying on advice from a third party, Assessors 
are advised to provide a note in the notes column of the 
Assessment.

✓

9 Laundry Spaces
Silver Level
No requirements. ✓

Gold Level
a. The laundry space should be designed to support ease of 
movement and adaptation with: i. At least 1200mmm clear 
width provided in front of fixed benches and appliances 
(excluding handles). Where the appliances are not installed 
then the recessed area provision for an appliance shall be a 
minimum of 600mm in depth; and ii. Slip resistant flooring.6

✓

b. Floor finishes should extend under Laundry cabinetry to 
enable cupboards to be removed without affecting the 
flooring. Where fixtures cannot be easily removed the floor 
finishes should not be continued. If relying on advice from a 
third party, Assessors are advised to provide a note in the 
notes column of the Assessmen

✓

10 Ground (or entry level) bedroom space
Silver Level
No requirements. ✓

Gold Level
a. The dwelling should feature a space (or room) on the 
ground (or entry) level that: i. is of at least 10m2 clearance 
exclusive of wardrobes; skirtings and wall lining; ii. provides 
for a minimum path of travel of at least 1000mm on at least 
one side of the bed.

✓

11 Switches and powerpoints
Silver Level
No requirements. ✓

Gold Level
a. Light switches should be positioned in a consistent 
location: i. between 900mm – 1100mm above the finished 
floor level; and ii. horizontally aligned with the door handle at 
the entrance to a room.

✓

b. Powerpoints should be installed not lower than 300mm 
above the finished floor level. ✓

12 Door and tap hardware
Silver Level
No requirements. ✓

Gold Level
a. Doorways should feature door hardware installed at 
between 900mm – 1100mm above the finished floor. ✓

13 Family/living room space
Silver Level
No requirements. ✓

Gold Level
No requirements. ✓

14 Window sills
Silver Level
No requirements. ✓

Gold Level
No requirements. ✓

15 Flooring
Silver Level
No requirements. ✓

Gold Level
No requirements. ✓
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a. Stairways in dwellings must feature: i. a continuous 
handrail on one side of the stairway where there is a rise of 
more than 1m.

✓

Gold Level
As for the silver level with the following additional features: 
ii. a minimum clear width of 1000mm; iii. be straight in 
design; and iv. be positioned adjoining a load bearing wall.

✓

8 Kitchen Space
Silver Level
No requirements. ✓

Gold Level
a. The kitchen space should be designed to support ease of 
movement and adaptation with: i. at least 1200mm 
clearance in front of fixed benches and appliances 
(excluding handles); and ii. slip resistant flooring.6

✓

b. Floor finishes should extend under kitchen cabinetry to 
enable cupboards to be removed without affecting the 
flooring. Where fixtures cannot be easily removed (eg. 
ovens which are built in) the floor finishes should not be 
continued. If relying on advice from a third party, Assessors 
are advised to provide a note in the notes column of the 
Assessment.

✓

9 Laundry Spaces
Silver Level
No requirements. ✓

Gold Level
a. The laundry space should be designed to support ease of 
movement and adaptation with: i. At least 1200mmm clear 
width provided in front of fixed benches and appliances 
(excluding handles). Where the appliances are not installed 
then the recessed area provision for an appliance shall be a 
minimum of 600mm in depth; and ii. Slip resistant flooring.6

✓

b. Floor finishes should extend under Laundry cabinetry to 
enable cupboards to be removed without affecting the 
flooring. Where fixtures cannot be easily removed the floor 
finishes should not be continued. If relying on advice from a 
third party, Assessors are advised to provide a note in the 
notes column of the Assessmen

✓

10 Ground (or entry level) bedroom space
Silver Level
No requirements. ✓

Gold Level
a. The dwelling should feature a space (or room) on the 
ground (or entry) level that: i. is of at least 10m2 clearance 
exclusive of wardrobes; skirtings and wall lining; ii. provides 
for a minimum path of travel of at least 1000mm on at least 
one side of the bed.

✓

11 Switches and powerpoints
Silver Level
No requirements. ✓

Gold Level
a. Light switches should be positioned in a consistent 
location: i. between 900mm – 1100mm above the finished 
floor level; and ii. horizontally aligned with the door handle at 
the entrance to a room.

✓

b. Powerpoints should be installed not lower than 300mm 
above the finished floor level. ✓

12 Door and tap hardware
Silver Level
No requirements. ✓

Gold Level
a. Doorways should feature door hardware installed at 
between 900mm – 1100mm above the finished floor. ✓

13 Family/living room space
Silver Level
No requirements. ✓

Gold Level
No requirements. ✓

14 Window sills
Silver Level
No requirements. ✓

Gold Level
No requirements. ✓

15 Flooring
Silver Level
No requirements. ✓

Gold Level
No requirements. ✓

8.  Energy Report
A sustainable design assessment report was prepared for 42 Ascot Street by Makao 
Sustainability and ESD engineering. This report demonstrates how the refurbishment 
incorporates sustainability initiatives and meets the objectives set out by both the PHRP 
and the City of Moonee Valley’s Planning Scheme Policies.

4. Built Environment Sustainability Scorecard 
(BESS) 

▪ 

▪ 

▪ 

▪ 

 

Figure 2 Summary of BESS Results [the full BESS report is published online for Council to review]. 

5. Project ESD Summary 

▪ 

▪ 

To reduce potable water, use within the development. 

 

Fixtures and Fittings 

▪ 

▪ 

▪ 

▪ 

 

Landscape Irrigation 

▪ 

▪ 

 

Rainwater Collection  

Table 2 Proposed rainwater harvesting system 

WSUD ELEMENT DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 
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To implement initiatives that reduce the development’s operational use, minimise 
reliance on grid energy supply and the greenhouse gas emissions related grid energy 
consumption. 

Thermal Performance Assessment 

Performance commitment:

Table 3 NatHERS thermal performance results (preliminary) 

Hot Water System 

Heating and Cooling 

 

6. Conclusion & Summary 
Summary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

✓ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 
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9. Structural Report

A structural assessment was undertaken on 42 Ascot Street on the 23 February 2022 
by RD Structural Engineering Solutions.¹⁰⁷ The visual inspection included the building’s 
facade, rooftop, both stairwells, parts of the ground floor and fire damaged flat.` 

RD Structural Engineering Solutions 
ACN:   615 926 862                                                           ABN: 45 615 926 862 

    Email: admin@rdstructural.com.au 

 

 
 

16 

 

As shown from the photographs, the external brickwork is mostly in relatively 
good condition. The bricks have been weathered but the overall structure does 
not seem to deteriorate. This also suggest that there is no movement within the 
footing. As typically, wall damage is reflection of movement in the footing. 
There is sufficient evidence to suggest that the external walls and the footing is 
in good condition. 

If required, we can extract a sample of the brick for laboratory testing of its 
characteristic compressive strength, for further rigorous analysis of the 
structure. 

Figure 20 shows cracking in the concrete stair, we do think these damages is 
moderate, and repair should be made to these cracks. These cracks do not 
compromise the overall structural adequacy of the building.  

Figure 23 shows fire damage to the structure in the top level. We do recommend 
that this section be demolished and rebuild as necessary.  

We also observed some minor cornice cracks in the floor slab while inspecting 
the underside of the first-floor slab, but these certainly does not suggest major 
structural flaws. We can investigate the steel reinforcement in the slab with 
radio technology to determine whether steel reinforcement is compromised or 
not if required.  
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Conclusion & Proposed Remediation Works: 

We consider the structure to be in overall decent condition. Repair is necessary 
to the fire damages, but the damages seem to be confined to the top level. It did 
not seem that fire damage was able to spread to the lower levels.

We are concerned that due to the age of the building, there are asbestos in the 
structure. We think any renovation works can only carried out after qualified 
asbestos specialist have confirmed and remove the asbestos for safety of the 
work crew and sub-sequent residents. 

Our assessment has been the visual inspection of the structure only. As the 
rehabilitation works continues, further investigation may be warranted; although 
at this stage we don’t see evidence of significant structural flaw that deem the 
structure un-safe.

Structural assessment needs to be combined with other discipline, such as 
architectural and building surveyor’s assessment before the building can be 
deem to be suitable for residential activities. 

Please don’t hesitate to contact us if you have any queries. We are here to help. 
Thanks.

Best Regards,

Roger Diaz BE (Civil) MIE Aust CPEng
Principal Engineer
RBP PE0003935
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10. Costings of refurbishment proposal for 42 
Ascot Street 
The estimated cost plan for the refurbishment of 42 Ascot St was calculated by 
Melbourne Quantity Surveyors. An executive summary of the cost plan can be found in 
the extract of the report below.

The Cost Plan includes allowances for the following:
  • Preliminaries
  • Overheads and Profit
  • Building works
  • External works
  • External Services
  • Demolition
  • Rainwater harvesting
  • GST
  • Design contingencies
  • Construction contingencies
  • Consultants’ fees
  • Cost escalation up to completion of construction November, 2023
  • Asbestos removal
  • Project management fees

The Cost Plan excludes the following:
  • Landscaping
  • Site and services infrastructure upgrades
  • Automation, IT, AV and communications equipment
  • Supply authority charges
  • FF&E including furniture, window dressings & equipment etc
  • Cost escalation after November, 2023
  • Rock excavation
  • Site decontamination
  • Building Permit and sundry fees
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BUILDING AREAS AREA (m2)
Fully Enclosed Covered Areas (FECA) 578 m²

Unenclosed Covered Areas (UCA) 239 m²

Gross Floor Areas (GFA) (FECA + UCA) 817 m²

INTRODUCTION

DOCUMENTS

Architectural Drawings (14 Pages) Dated 12 April 2022
Architectural Renders (3 Pages)
Structural Report (17 Pages) Dated 23 February 2022
Sustainable Design Assessment (27 Pages) Dated 4 April 2022

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATE

The current anticipated Total End Cost is:

NNoottee::

Market Volatility 5.00% Additional market conditions 0.00%
Up To Date Months % / year Weighting Total %
Tender Nov, 22 6 5.00% 100% 2.50% $58,400
Completion Nov, 23 12 5.00% 50% 2.50% $58,400

Refer to the attached Cost Plan No.1  for details.

44  MMaayy  22002222

External Works and Services $95,000

The Cost Plan is based on Schematic Design documents from .

$212,300

Total End Cost $2,335,300

Fees, FFE, ITC and Other Client items $237,000
Escalation $65,000
GST

$1,560,000Building Works

Contingencies and Allowances $166,000

Due to current market volatility factors which at present are having an unknown and un-quantifiable impact 
on Construction pricing, MQS recommends including the following additional Market volatility factor to all 
projects prior to and throughout construction. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

42 Ascot Street 
Ascot Vale 

Cost Plan No.1  
Revision C 
Schematic Design

1611 -1c 4/05/2022 Executive Summary 2 of 19

BUILDING AREAS AREA (m2)
Fully Enclosed Covered Areas (FECA) 578 m²

Unenclosed Covered Areas (UCA) 239 m²

Gross Floor Areas (GFA) (FECA + UCA) 817 m²

44  MMaayy  22002222

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

42 Ascot Street 
Ascot Vale 

Cost Plan No.1  
Revision C 
Schematic Design

COST SUMMARY

$/m² FECA GFA $/m²

TOTAL BUILDING COST (TBC) (May, 2022) $2,699 $1,909 $1,560,000

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST (TCC) (May, 2022) $3,151 $2,229 $1,821,000

TOTAL PROJECT COST (TPC) (May, 2022) $3,561 $2,519 $2,058,000

TOTAL - END COST (TEC) (November, 2023) $4,040 $2,858 $2,335,300

COST DISTRIBUTION

0

50000

100000

150000

200000

250000

300000

350000

1611 -1c 4/05/2022 Executive Summary 3 of 19
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11.  24-42 Dunlop Avenue and 42 Ascot Street 
Comparisons 

PHRP Plan for 24-42 Dunlop Avenue RRR 42 Ascot Street Proposal 

RETAIN

Increasing social housing The 24-42 Dunlop Avenue renewal 
project is replacing 80 public housing 
dwellings with 88 community housing 
dwellings.

There is an overall decrease of 21% 
(19) bedrooms in the new dwellings. 

Retain, Repair, Renew maintains 
the existing public housing, and 
has the opportunity to increase 

overall bedrooms within the 
existing building footprint. 

The RRR strategy allows for a 
greater number of residents to be 

housed. 

External Relocation costs The total relocation costs of existing 
tenants within the Dunlop Avenue 
project is estimated to be $15.7 
million over the planned 40 months 
of construction.

The RRR strategy saves $15.7 
million in State Government 

financing. 

Health and wellbeing cost The cost to health and wellbeing is 
estimated at $210,017 for relocated 
24-42 Dunlop Avenue residents.

By retaining community, there are 
no health and wellbeing impacts 

through relocation. 
The RRR strategy has no health 

and wellbeing cost.
Education costs The cost of interruption to education 

during this period is estimated at 
$334,026 for relocated 24-42 Dunlop 
Avenue residents.

By retaining the existing 
community, there are no 

educational impacts through 
relocation.

The RRR strategy has no 
educational impact cost. 

Heritage value The loss of public land at 24-
42 Dunlop Avenue, through the 
transfer of land title for the privately 
owned dwellings is valued by SGS 
Economics at Planning at $8.7 
million. 

The majority of the land in this 
development will move from public to 
private ownership. 

There is no loss of public land. This 
both retains the highly valuable 

land in public ownership, and offers 
the potential for public housing to 
be expanded on the site into the 

future. 
The RRR strategy maintains public 

land valued at $8.7 million. 
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REPAIR

Direct Financial Investment The newly built 24-42 Dunlop 
Avenue community housing will cost 
approximately $542,638 to deliver.

42 Ascot Street can be refurbished 
and brought up to PHRP 

environmental and apartments 
standards without displacing 
communities or demolishing 

heritage buildings for $182,100 per 
dwelling. .

The RRR refurbishment cost 
is therefore $360,538 less per 

dwelling than the PHRP model. 

PHRP Objectives (Lifts, Energy 
Efficiency, Accessibility)

Addressed through demolition, 
relocation and rebuild.

Addressed through refurbishment.

The RRR refurbishment strategy 
can meet all PHRP objectives, for a 

lower financial investment. 

Embodied Energy Comparison The embodied energy to demolish 
and build the new community 
housing is calculated at 11,233GJ.

The embodied energy of the 
refurbishment proposal is 1,171GJ. 

The RRR refurbishment has an 
embodied energy saving of 875%.

REINVEST

Maintenance budget Based on maximum commonwealth 
assistance payments to the 
community housing provider, the 
maximum additional income to cover 
24-42 Dunlop Avenue maintenance 
is $366,332. The minimum required 
budget for this site is estimated at 
$400,000.

The RRR strategy offers the 
potential to save $15.7 million of 

State Government just in relocation 
costs.

The RRR strategy allows public 
housing to be retained, and a small 

portion of the savings that would 
have been spent on the PHRP 

relocation costs can be reinvested 
in ongoing maintenance. 

Overall cost savings The full costs for demolition, 
relocation and construction of the 
new community housing at 24-42  
Dunlop Avenue is calculated at $119 
million. 

Including the social, heritage, and 
loss of public land - it will cost 
$595,170 to deliver each new 
community housing dwelling.

The RRR strategy would see 
42 Ascot Street refurbished and 

brought up to PHRP environmental 
and apartments standards 

without displacing communities or 
demolishing heritage buildings for 

$182,100 per dwelling. 

Refurbishing 42 Dunlop Avenue 
is financially viable, and savings 

could be invested into other public 
housing maintenance and building. 
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12.  42 Ascot Street Design Proposal
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12.  42 Ascot Street Design Proposal
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OFFICE
www.office.org.au
hello@office.org.au

OFFICE is a charitable not-for-profit design and research practice based in Melbourne, Australia. 
It is a group of architects, landscape architects, urban designers and researchers who assist community 
groups in advocating for better and fairer outcomes within the built environment. 
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